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Highlights of the year 1997-98 

This year has been one of the most eventful years in recent times, 
marked by new initiatives, startling astronomical discoveries and aca
demic honours in recognition of individual excellence. These achieve
ments are supported by a body of systematic work on a variety of areas 
of physics and astrophysics. 

Astronomical studies in India through optical and infrared wavelengths 
have always been maintained at a high standard with well planned ob
servations from observatories in India and from international facilities 
including the Hubble Space Telescope. Observations from India are all 
the more crucial for studying how the intensity of light emitted by stars 
and quasars vary with time. This is because as the earth rotates the 
astronomical objects rise above the horizon at a particular time and set 
after about 12 hours. We can measure accurately the intensity of the 
emitted radiation only when the astronomical object is high in the sky, 
say only for about six hours each day - that too only if the star rises 
and sets at night. How can we measure precisely the variations of a 
star, if the typical time over which it varies is more than the six hours 
of observations available to us? This is accomplished through interna
tional collaborations: when the star sets in India it has already risen 
at La Palma in the Canary Islands (longitude,... 20 degrees west). The 
observatory there can continue the observations and when it sets at La 
Palma it is accessible to observations from observatories in America. 
The chain of observations thus continue and we in India can pick it up 
again when the Australian observatories (longitude about 160 degrees 
East) end their observations when the star is low on their western ho
rizon. Thus we become essential and equal partners of international 
collaborations studying some of most exciting astronomical phenomena 
today. Our participation until recently was hampered by the cloudy 
skies that cover most of the Indian sub-continent, as a consequence of 
the summer and winter monsoons which prevent proper astronomical 
observations. Teams from the Indian Institute of Astrophysics with 
untiring efforts lasting over several years have discovered a remarkably 
good site at Hanle in southeastern Ladakh which is completely free from 
any interference by the monsoons. Moreover with its high altitude of 

15200 ft., the skies there are comparable in quality to the best sites 
in the world located in Hawaii and in the Chilean Andes. Encouraged 
by this and having noted IIA's ability to fabricate telescopes and run 
observatories, the Government of India has entrusted the Institute with 
the task of setting up the Indian Astronomical Observatory at Hanle, 
with a sanctioned outlay of B.s. 38.49 crores. A dedicated team of about 
20 scientists, engineers and administrators of the Institute are braving 
the cold and the thin high altitude air and are working very hard to 
accomplish the near impossible mission of setting up a 2-m aperture 
telescope at Hanle by October 2, 1999. Active and generous cooper
ation by various departments of the Government of India wOlJld help 
this team accomplish this mission, despite the challenges posed by the 
high mountains and place India prominently on the International scene. 
It is a matter of much satisfaction that astronomical activities in gen
eral and the upcoming observatory at Hanle are of great benefit to our 
Nation: Knowledge of the precise astronomical coordinates of the stars 
observed by the sensors aboard the Indian Remote Sensing satellites 
help to locate it accurately and thus provide the bases for preparing 
the maps depicting the earth-resources, ecological status and geological 
features. Laser-ranging of the satellites is possible year round from 
Hanle, improving the knowledge of their trajectories, so very essential 
for planning our satellite launches and preparing the IRS maps. 

To return to the task on hand of setting-up the Indian Astronomical Ob
servatory at Hanle, the 2-meter infrared and optical telescope has been 
designed and ordered, the 'first-light' focal plane instruments have been 
conceived and orders for their fabrication await the release of project 
funds. We have just started the construction of a facility to remotely 
control the telescope using a satellite communication link from a station 
at Hoskote, on the land donated by the Government of Karnataka, near 
Bangalore. The land for the observatory at Hanle measuring about 600 
acres is provided by the Jammu & Kashmir government to IIA on a 
long term lease on extremely generous terms. All the ground work for 
the satellite communication link both at Hanle and at Hoskote is com
plete, and ready to be switched on as soon as the frequency allocation 
is made 

In the current decade, it is becoming increasingly evident that the mac-
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roscopic world of astronomy and cosmology is intimately connected 
with the microscopic world of the atoms and elementary particles. The 
'gauge' symmetries enjoyed by the particles and fields, and indeed their 
spontaneous break down is believed to be responsible for the creation 
of the Universe as we see it today. Thus a holistic approach to the 
full understanding of either field is called for. Keeping these ideas in 
mind a beginning has been made by bringing together several physicists 
under the 'Non-Accelerator Particle Physics' group. As I will explain 
below, this group has already made a very important discovery which 
has opened up a new avenue for the study of the breakdown of mirror 
symmetry in atoms, technically termed parity non conservation. 

Following up on the general rules, which govern the effects of parity 
non conservation (PNC) in atoms, the non accelerator particle physics 
group at the Institute has made the important discovery that the ions 
Ra+ have features that makes it an ideal system for the study of PNC 
effect. Even though electrons in the atoms are held by electrical forces, 
the PNC effect in atoms arises because there exists a small contribution 
to the binding by the radioactive force or "weak interaction" which is 
mixed with the electrical forces as shown by Abdus Salam and others. 
What our group has found is that there are transitions in the Ra+ 
ion which will not only allow the study of the usual PNC effect with 
unprecedented precision but also proyide a clean probe into the effects 
of the "anapole moment" a closely related phenomenon. The paper 
describing their analysis has been published with much international 
acclaim in the Physical Review. 

The main activity at IIA is of course Astronomy and Astrophysics -
with interest covering a whole gamut of topics: Studies of the upper at
mosphere and the ionosphere as a part of the Solar Terrestrial Energy 
interrelationship Program, Comets and asteroids - their orbits, dust 
shells and jets, theoretical and observational studies of the Sun, includ
ing a variety of phenomena like eclipses, chromospheric line emissions, 
radiative transfer, magnetohydrodynamics of flux tubes etc., stellar and 
galactic astronomy and high energy astrophysics. Amongst the various 
findings made by our scientists we highlight here a few studies which 
give the flavour of the discovery and excitement, that pervade these 
fields. 

Anybody who has looked at the night sky from a place away from city 
lights, perhaps when hiking in the mountains, will agree that stars are 
indeed spectacular. They are even more so near the end of their life on 
the "main sequence" by which time they have exhausted their ability 
to burn hydrogen in their cores. What happens when they leave the 
main sequence substantially depends on their mass; in every instance 
we may expect some astronomical fireworks. After hydrogen burning 
(fusion) in the core is complete it shrinks under its own gravity and the 
temperatures in the core become high enough for helium nuclei to fuse 
together to form carbon with rapid release of huge amounts of energy. 
As a consequence the outer regions of the star containing unprocessed 
hydrogen and other elements rapidly expand to more than 100 times 
the size of the Sun into a "red giant". Thereafter, usually much of the 
star evaporates away in fast expanding wind. If the initial mass of the 
star is less than about 5 solar masses then a core of mass less than 
1.4 M0 ) collapses to form a white dwarf as predicted more than 60 
years ago by Chandrasekhar. When such an object forms its surface is 
effectively at a temperature of 100,000 degrees Kelvin and consequently 
emits copiously ultraviolet radiation which illuminates the surrounding 
gas and makes it glow by fluorescence, in what William Herschel named 
as a 'planetary nubula'. The whole process of the transformation from 
a red giant to a planetary nebula takes about 10,000 years, and the 
nebula itself fades away in about the same time as the star cools down 
to a typical white dwarf and also the gas slowly expands away. 

Thus it is most remarkable that Parthasarathy and his colleagues dis
covered a star which was in the process of turning into a planetary 
nebula. What was surprising was the speed with which this object had 
evolved. They estimate that the nebula must have formed within the 
last 20 - 40 years. They have recently taken excellent pictures of this 
object with the wide field planetary camera of the Hubble Space Tele
scope. These pictures reveal a wide variety of interesting astronomical 
features. This object because of its shape has been named the 'sting 
ray' nebula and its picture has been printed on the cover of Nature 
along with their paper in a recent issue. 

Another equally remarkable discovery has been made by Kameswara 
Rao and his colleagues - they have seen what appears to be a reverse 
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evolution of a star known as the 'Sakurai Object' from being a hot dwarf 
with a surface temperature of about 50,000 degree Kelvin into a bright 
yellow supergiant with a surface temperature of about 5000 degrees 
Kelvin. As the authors express it, this is a 'born again giant': Originally 
it was a redgiant on its way to become a common white dwarf. Through 
a complex set of physical processes involving helium burning in the core 
described in detail in their papers, hydrogen from the surface layers is 
convected into the star to refuel it. The additional energy release has 
caused the 'photosphere' to expand, and simultaneously cool the star to 
lower temperatures. The spectral observations also provide evidence for 
the process of element synthesis in the star called the s-process where 
neutrons are added slowly to nuclei and heavy elements are built up 
along the track of radioactively stable nuclei. 

If the mass of the star on the main sequenc~ is large, say in the range 
8 - 20 M0 , then at the end of nuclear burning when all the fuel is ex
hausted, the core collapses under its own gravity and the star explodes 
as a supernova whose brightness exceeds that of one billion suns. These 
supernovae are so bright that they can be observed with modern tele
scopes even when they occur in galaxies at the edge of the Universe. 
Their study provides a fund of information on many aspects of physics, 
astrophysics and cosmology, for example on the properties of neutrinos, 
synthesis of heavy elements and the value of Hubble constant describing 
the expansion rate of the Universe. 

Often such a supernova leaves behind a 'neutron star' of mass in the 
range about 1 - 2 M0' The radius of the star is only .about 10 km 
which makes it one of the densest object known to man - a tiny part 
of such a material the size of a mustard seed will weigh more than 10 
million tons! Theorists of the Institute are experts on the physics of 
such objects and have recently computed the equilibrium sequences of 
rotating neutron stars, assuming new realistic equations of state. Such 
calculations are crucial in the understanding of the quasi periodic X
ray emissions from such objects, which occur when they are orbiting 
around a companion star. 

In many instances, the neutron stars are threaded by intense magnetic 
fields, 1012 Gauss or more, and are rotating rapidly with periods of less 
than a second. As electrons stream along the open field lines near the 

poles of such an astronomical object, radiation at various frequency 
bands emanate from it. Because of the spin such an object looks like 
a light house producing periodic pulses; it is therefore apty called a 
pulsar. Recently IIA scientists have made a detailed study of the phys
ics and geometry of such pulses including the effects of strong gravity 
expected close to such massive and condensed objects. 

Black holes are even more extreme type of objects. In fact if the mass 
of the collapsing core is more than 4 M0 it will end up as a black hole. 
There are also enormous black holes of mass more than a million solar 
masses at the centres of active galaxies and quasars. These accrete 
matter from the surrounding regions and as the matter falls into the 
deep potential well of the black hole it will emit radiation at various 
wavelengths from infrared to even high energy gamma rays. The recent 
measurements of the gamma ray spectrum of the object 2EG J1746-
2852 by the EGRET instrument aboard the satellite borne Compton 
Observatory confirms the theoretical predictions of the spectrum made 
by IIA scientists, and indicates the presence of strong shocks in the 
accretion How. The rapid variability of the intensity of the emitted 
radiations observed by the astronomers of the Institute, tend to support 
the idea that quasars and active galactic nuclei are indeed powered by 
accretion of surrounding material on to super massive black holes. 
I have given here only a sample of some of the research findings of the 
members of the Institute. More details may be found in the accompa
nying report and the extensive list of papers provided at the end of this 
report. Besides purely scientific work, welfare merumres and training 
programs, particularly for junior staff members of the Institute have 
been initiated. The astronomical community of the Institute, of the 
nation and indeed of the world is keenly awaiting the commissioning of 
the 2m telescope telescope at the Indian Astronomical Observatory, Mt 
Saraswati, Digpa Ratsa Ri, Hanle, Southeastern Ladakh, India. 

Ramanath Cowsik 
Director 
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1. SOLAR PHYSICS 

1.1 GLOBAL PROCESSES 

1.1.1 On Sun's Spin-Orbit Coupling 
Sum, ~h, of the angular momenta of sun and planets on first day of 
each month from January 1800 to December 2000 was computed using 
barycentric positions of sun and planets given by the JPL ephemeris 
DE403, which is much more accurate than the Bretagnon-Simon eph
emeris used earlier. The variations in ~h were found to be much smaller 
than those evaluated using Bretagnon- Simon ephemeris and larger than 
the computational error, but comparable to the observational errors in 
the past astronomical data used in the ephemeris. It. is inferred that it 
is difficult to estimate the solar spin-orbit coupling using even the JPL 
ephemeris. 
(M. H. Gokhale and K. N. Rutty) 

The part, T d.&, of the gravitational torque exerted on the sun by other 
bodies in the solar system, which gets discounted in the "point mass 
approximation" (PMA), is expressed analytically in terms of the in
stantaneous relative positions of the sun and the other bodies, taking 
into account the finite size of the sun. From known properties of the 
planetary orbits it is shown tJ?at Tdi$ is'" 3.1033 dyne cm, and has fre
quencies near the conjunction frequencies IIp,p' of planetary pairs. Since 
the main (observationally indicated) torsional MHD mode contributing 
to solar magnetic cycle has its frequency near the jupiter-saturn con
junction frequency, /lJ,S, it is possible that Tinert can maintain that 
mode with a quasi-steady state. The quasi-steady toroidal field amp
litude will be '" 104 - 105 Gauss depending upon the radial extent of 
the torsional mode. Corrections due to such spin-orbit coupling, in the 
orbital parameters given by JPL ephemeris might. be ignorable at the 
level of accuracies of the past astronomical data used in the ephemeris. 
(M. H. Gokhale) 

1.1.2 Sun's Torsional MHD Oscillation Modes 
Frequencies and eigen-functions of a few of sun's toraional MHD oscilla
tions have been calculated assuming the model computed by Hiremath 

and Gokhale (1995) for the steady part of sun's poloidal magnetic field. 
The preliminary results indicate that the fundamental mode may con-
tain odd Legendre orders upto l '" 17. • 
(M. H. Gokhale and H. M. Antia") 

1.1.3 Solar Global Seismic Model and Neutrino Fluxes 
We continued the development of solar seismic model by solving the stel
lar structure equations with the constraint of the sound speed inferred 
from helioseismology. We used the sound speed of Takata, (1 Tniversity 
of Tokyo). inverted by the frequency data of LOWL and frequency 
data obtained from the observations at the South pole, Antarctica. For 
solving the stellar structure equations, auxiliary information sueh as 
equation of state, opacity and nuclear energy generat.ion are needed. 
Since, MHD equation state tahles contain for Z = 0.02 only, Wf' adop
ted the OPAL equation of state tables whl're we get for widl' range of Z 
values. As for opacity tables, we uSl'd the latest vE'rsion of OPAL opa
city tables. We continued to use in this calculation Bahcall's routinE' for 
the nuclear energy generation. The summary of the work is as follows. 
We solvl'd the basic stellar structure equat.ions with the imposit.ion of 
sound speE'd, infE'rred from thl' heliosE'ismology. and df>vf>loppd a global 
seismic mod!'l which consists of two parts, vrz., the radiativP corf' and 
the convedive envelope. In the region of the radiative Corf', wE'solved 
all the four structure equations and deducE'd the mass, luminosity. pre~
sure. temperature. density and hydrogen and hdium abundancf's. ViE' 
considered the mass and the pressure as initial condit.ions at. t.he babe 
of the convection zone and solved thf> equations of const>rvation of mass 
and hydrostatic equilibrium in order to satisfy t.he outer boundary COll

dition of one solar mass. In the convpctivt' envelopE'. tf'mlwrat.url' hel[, 
been obtained by tht> equation of state only. 
We found that the global seismic model that flatisfiel> onE' solar 11111..'-;8 

at the surface is a strong function of thl' sound speed profile nl'ar t,he' 
center and is a weak function of either df'pth of the convection zone or 
heavy elemental abundance Z. It is also found that the sound ~p{'{'d 
profile which deviates near the center by .... 0.22%. from the sound 
speed profile of the evolutionary model, satisfil's ont' solar 1I1a.~fI at. the 
surface. The deduced global structure profiles arl' almost similar t.o 
the structure profiles of the evolutionary models. From th(' deduce'd 
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propf'rty of tM tilu~r adiabatiC gradIent, (V - V •• ), in tM convf'Ctive 
envf'lope. Wf' found that (V - V.t), depth of ~ convection zone i\~ 
local mmimum of tM fil'llt &OOt' of heliwn lODllatlon are related with 
Ohf' another This Important property enabled U8 to estimate the base 
of the convectIOn lOOt' to be 0 71814, . 

We U8f'd the sel8mlc modd for the esbmabon of the neutrino fluxes 
and captur .. r&tAos of the chloru~ (HOfDf'Stake), galhum (GALLAX & 
SAGE), and KamlOkandf' experiment.. It i. found that eati~ated cap
ture ral8 an- significantly larger than the capture raSH obwned from 
the ol»ervallons 
(K M HlI'emalh lind H Shibahaabi-) 

1.1.4 Conai.tesu:)' or the Rotatioual Solution in the Solar Con
vective Envelope 
U.illl Chandraaekhar'_ MHO equatioDa. we have ~tlOu~ the model
IDS of tolar lOternal rotation. After aoIvlDg the bulC equatIOns, we uaed 
to comp&rf' the lOlution of rot.ation with the rotation inferred from the 
br:1ic»eiamoJosy. In Ull_ way. from the previous study, we concluded 
that the hue of the conYfdioo lODe rotat8 differentially. Howevf'r. 
IOfJIf' of the beJioeeiamic inferences are DO\ in fuJI AAref'llM'nt with our 
conduaion. M~r, br:lic»eiamic studies require a pnon informa
tion regarding the inl.f'rnal rotation in ibeir invn.iona. Hence,,.n ordt-r 
to gel an mdt-pendent conduaion regardilll the at&te o( rotation nUl 
b&If' of tM convection lODe, we undertook the following study whoew 
lummary is u foUawa. 

It III shown that the sl.f'ady part of rotation in ~ Sun's convection 
aone can hi' ~termined u an analyhcal aoIutioo of Cbandraaekhar's 
MHD equations In an incom~ible medi~ of COIWtan~ ~ifTU8iYity. 
The toIutioo yields qualitatively the ilOrotaUoo C'OIltoura simllar to ~ 
l~iamoloP:ally infened i~ion contoura .. Instead of com~lDt; 
tM- i80rotatton rontoun, obtained from ~ lOlutloD of MHD equatiOns, 
with ~ ~lialel.molcP:ally inf~ iIOrota1Ion contouR, consistency 
of tM- lOlution is cbecUd independently. It is found that aoIuuon of 
t.br MHD eoquatlODll i. conaial.f'nt If bale of ~ conYfdioo &One rotates 
d'Jftf'tnttall, rather than ngidly. 
(KM. Hirema&h) 

1.2 LOCAL PROCESSES 

1.2.1 Spectral Line Radiation from Solar Small-Scale Flux 
Tubes 
\Ve examine the spectral line radiation from small-scale magnetic flux 
lUbes in the solar atmosphere. This is a continuation of work by Kneer, 
Hasan &. Kalkofen (1996, Astron. & Astrophys. 305, p. 660). The 
motivation of this work is to develop flux tube models which agree with 
observations. 

One method of determining the physical parameters that reproduce the 
observations is to apply inversion techniquf's, i.e., to find a set of para
meters by a least squares fit of tht' calculated intensities in comparison 
with ob8t'rvation. In the present investigation we prescribe a model for 
the temperature as a function of hf'ight in the external atmosphere and 
calculate flux tube models. Earlier We adopted an atmosphere resem
bhng the t'mpirical quiet Sun model for the ambient medium. In the 
present study, we iteratively adjust the temperature structure of the 
external atmOliphere to fit the Stokes profiles with those obtained from 
observations. 

The apectral line radiation from the tubes is determined u~ing the' pro
cedure adopted in Kneer, Hasan &. Kalkofen (1996). Emergent intens
ities, including Stokes profiles, arf' calculated from rays parallel to the 
tube aXIs. From the models we determined the emergent intensity of the 
radiatIOn field as the weighted me'an of the contributions from the flux 
tube and the lIurrounding gas. We then reduced the mismatch between 
obeerved and computed intensities by modifying the atmosphere ex
ternal to the flux tube and adjusting the internal atmosphere consistent 
with the modification. 

From the compa..rison of the flux tube and the ambient medium with the 
quid Sun we note that. at a depth of about 200 km below the photo
sphere, the flux lube (and the ambient medium) is cooler than the quiet 
Sun, reft~tmg the strong mhibition of convection by the magnetic field 
in the flux tube, an effect that extends into the surrounding medium; 
Numerical simulations reveal that the radiative cooling induces inflow 
from the _idea towa..rds the magnetic tube and convective downflow, 
which amplifies the area involved. Above this depth. the flux tube is 
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hotter than the quiet Sun. 
Comparing our models for the flux tube and the ambient medium we 
see that the flux tube is hotter than the ambient medium above the base 
of the photosphere, showing the effect of the longer mean free path in 
the tube and cooler below, presumably owing to the reduced convective 
flux because of the strong magnetic field in the flux tube. 
Our models of the flux tube and the surrounding atmosphere reproduce 
the observed intensities. There is agreement among the models that 
small-scale flux tubes, including also the nearby outside atmosphere, 
have a much flatter temperature structure than the quiet solar atmo
sphere. To arrive at the observed average continuum intensities (at 
moderate spatial resolution) and the observed Stokes profiles, the flux 
tube itself should appear only moderately brighter in the contiuuum 
than the quiet Sun, at disc centre, while the nearby gas exhibits lower 
intensity. This is in agreement with observations. In contrast, the 
higher layers in the flux tube are hotter than the undisturbed atmo
sphere. This can be understood by the radiative heating from the sub
photospheric layers of the partially evacuated magnetic flux tube. 
(S.S. Hasan, F. Kneer* & W. Kalkofen*) 

1.2.2 Depth Dependence of Magnetic Fields in the Convection 
Zone 
It is generally accepted that the small-scale magnetic field at the solar 
surface is structured in the form of vertical magnetic flux tubes with 
field strengths around 1500 G and diameters of about 100 km. Vari
ous observations have determined that flux tubes occur preferentially 
at the intergranule boundaries, which are also the sites of downflows. 
This suggests that flux tubes are surrounded by plumes of down flowing 
material, in which the temperature is lower than the average surround
ing temperature. We find that this has interesting consequences for the 
depth variation of the magnetic field. 
In the present investigation we develop a theoretical model for the equi
librium structure of a vertical flux tube by including the presence of 
downflowing plume just outside the flux tube. Physically, the Reyn
olds stresses associated with the downflowing gas, effectively increases 
the external pressure, leading to a larger field strength (011 account 
of horizontal pressure balance). This is based on earlier work by van 

Ballegooijen (1984, in: Small scale dynamical processes in quiet stellar 
atmosphere, ed. S.L. Keil, Sunspot: National Solar Obs., p.260) where 
the stresses for turbulent flows in the convection zone were estimated 
using mixing length theory. It was found that the field strength in the 
photosphere could be determined by specifying its value at thf" base of 
the convection zone. The calculations showed that the surface value was 
insensitive to the choice of strength at the base of the convection zone. 
However, the surface value calculated using the above model turned 
out to be smaller by at least a factor of 2 than that suggested by ob
servations. In the present investigation, we re-examine this question 
by using numerical simulations to compute the Reynolds stresses just 
below the photosphere. This refinement leads to a much better fit of 
the computed field strength at the surface with observations. 
The calculations show that the down flows in the immediat.e surround
ings of flux tubes play an important role in determining the magnetic 
field strength as function of depth in the cOllvection zone. Using a 
simple model of the convection, we are able to reconcile the presence of 
relatively weak fields in the deeper layers f -- 10-5 with the existence 
of kilogauss fields at the solar surface ( .... 1 (( is the ratio of magul'tic to 
gas pressure). The surface field strength is virtually indf"pendf"nt of the 
field strength at the base. The predicted surface field strength of 1000 
G is somewhat smaller than the observed values. This may be due to 
the fact that the flux tubes are actually located in thf" <Dolest. part.s of 
the downflows (i.e, cooler than the average dowllflow). Alternatively, 
the flux tubes may be cooler than their local surrounding in the first. 
few 100 km below the surface due to radiative transfer effects. Further 
refinements to the model are beiug worked out. 
(8.8. Hasan & A. van Ballegooijen*) 

1.2.3 MHD Waves 
The dispersive characteristics of magneto-acoustic wavf'!> in solar atmo
sphere for a structurt'd plasmais studied. In this study, tht' propagation 
vector as well as the maguetic field are assumed j be non paraJlt'1 to the 
interface of the plasma which has a discontinuity In the den:'>ity and till' 

magnetic field. The fluid is assumed to be infiuitt'. Thf' efffft of shear 
flows on the propagation characteristics of magnl'to-&'oustic waves is 
also being studied. The dispersion rf'lation for a fully ('omprf'ssibh·. 
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mfillite fluid, with shear and mcllned magnetic field with density dis
contlnUl1y ha.'I bffn d('rtved Llmitmg Calif'S of plasma parameters will 
lw work .. d out The dispersion relation will bt> 8OIvoo numerically for 
\'anou~ paranwtw' vatUI'll deS('rlbmg the model The nature of thes~ 
mod,. .. for low J plASma hmlt IS i:Momg studloo 
(A Sllt}l\ :"ara}anan, P Joardhar. V. Nakariakov·) 

1.2.4 Hydrodynamic. 
Th(' e/ft"('L of ufllform rotatIon and gravity is being considered to study 
the t .. m~n~tun· of st'lf-organi&ed flows for quasi two dunell8ional flows. 
In 3lhhtIOn to studymg 8f>lf-organisation in hydrodynamic flows, we 
pf(~ to :;ludy With magnetic flows The conservatIOn of f'nergy and 
... n .. trophy (pot"nhlll) for the above has already been proved. We have 
~t up a \"natlOnal formulatIOn takmg into acrount the above new 
"/fl"t't... W(' are Iookmg for d08t"d form 8Olution of the ahove variational 
f><luation We propose to study pluma vortices in the above system. 
(A Satya ~arayanan and Chandra Du-) 

1.2.5 Dynamical Behaviour of Umbra! Depreuion in Sunapotl 
Our detMIf'd study confirms the aln-ady n-ported preliminary findings 
that a !lugt' proportion of IIPOt.8 do not have thf" umbral depression 
and henct' do not display tM Wilson effe<:t. These result.8 have been 
lOfer rt'd from arrurate meMun-lrn!nt.8 on 435 spots I!Iele<:~ out of 2000 
spot ,.;roup!i ob..t·nf>d dUring tbf' IOlar maximum 21 at the KodaikllJla.! 
observator~ durmg ! 9i9-82 A careful investigation of the phenomenon 
haa been comp\t"ted Wt" find tM Interesting new Insight of a dynamical 
~havlour of tht" umbral (WillOn) depression or IlJl 'elevation; of the 
umbra which dept>nds on whether the spot is magnetically unipolar or 
bIpolar. that 18 wht"ther or not the given spot has IlJl accompanying 
opposite polarit~ !lpot or not The umbra.! elevation is seen in very 
'active' pha8('s of spots 10 terms of flaring in the region and aIao the 
aaeociat.ed X-ray emlMlon variability apparantly from the loop tope 
in the bipolar 8poU. The dynarmcal behaviour of spot umbrae has a 
significant bea.rl1lg on many ot~r n-I~ pbenolrn!na of the spou ~ 
we are examinill8 tbe-e aspecu III the hght of recent developlrn!nta In 

sunspo' obeervatioa. in high reeolution and from space platforms. 
( s.p.Bagare and S.S.Gupta ) 

1.2.6 Morphology and Evolution of Ca II Network Cells 
Studies on the Ca II K data obtained from Antarctica were continued. 
The dependence of lifetimes of the network is quantitatively explained 
in terms of diffusion rates of magnetic elements. The diffusion rat.e is 
estimated to be about 125 km2s- 1 in the quiet network and 70 km2s- 1 

in the enhanced network, in agreement with the observed ratio of the 
respective lifetimes. At present we are stud~l"ing cell morphology by 
a study of individual cells. Our preliminary results indicate an inter
esting correlation between cell scales on the one hand and cell shape 
and temperature contrast on the other. Larger cells were found to have 
more corrugated walls and hence less circular shapes than smaller cells. 
Tem~rature contrast for larger cells was found to be greater. 
The dependence of correlation lifetime on length-scale was studied. The 
form of the life-scale relation is inferred by comparing the distribution 
of the two parameters. A linear dependence of lifetime on cell area, with 
a leut squares fit slope of 3.34 x 108 sq-km/s, is deduced. The relation 
can be explained by assuming cells evolve by a diffusion process of the 
magnetic field elements. 
Hagenaar et al.1997 (ApJ ,bf 481.988) have applied a method of tessella
tion to Ca II images. They have interpretFd the tiles as actual network 
celis, which leads them to claim that cell length-scales are typically 
in the rang!' 13-17 Mm, which is close to half the traditional value. 
The method of tessellation we employ yields a length-scale spectrum ill 
agreement with theirs. But by examining the relative positions of indi
vidual tiles and cells at close-up, we find that they do not correspond to 
each other. Rather tiles tend to coincide with network elements, which 
explains their relative smaller sizes. 
(R. Srikanth, Jagdev Singh. KP. Raju) 

1.2.7 Modelling of Coronal Emission Line Profiles 
A radiative transfer model of coronal green line [Fe XIV} 5303 A is 
developed. The effe<:t of mass motions in coronal loops on emission 
line profiles is examined. The various loop parameters such as eler
tron density, kinetic temperature and loop geometry are varied and the 
resulting profiles are obtained. The model line profiles were found to 
agree with the observed line profiles. 
(K.P. Raju) 
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1.2.8 Coronal Loops 
The stability of coronal loops is being studied. The steady state of the 
loop is expressed as superposition of Chandrasekar - Kendal functions 
which form an orthogonal set. The velocity is expressed as superpos
ition of these modes. The pressure and temperature is derived from 
the ideal MHD equations. Once, the steady state solution is derived, 
the conventional procedure of studying the stability is the normal mode 
approach. However, this approach would lead to an eigenvalue problem 
which in general is hard to study. The alternative is to use the theorems 
of dynamical systems where the stability of the system is determined 
from the eigenvalues of the matrix which is calculated from the stag
nation point of the flow. This approach was success.fully adopted for 
studying the stability of self-organised flows for quasi two dimensional 
system. In this study, we hope to study the stability of the coronal 
loops using the above result. We have already determined the steady 
state solution of the coronal loops in three dimensions. The stability is 
underway and will be completed shortly. 
(A. Satya Narayanan) 

1.2.9 Analytical Model for Solar Quiescent Prominences 
Based on reasonable assumptions and mathematical approximations a 
one dimensional, analytical model for solar quiescent prominences is 
constructed, which is in both magneto-hydrostatic and thermal equilib
rium. Thermal equilibrium here is a balance among thermal conduction, 
radiation and wave heating. The wave heating (H) is assumed to be 
equal to a constant (EH) times the product of pressure (p) and density 
(p). We find the limit on the value of EH for existence of prominence 
type solution. For given values of EH, temperature at the center of 
prominence (To), gas pressure at the center of prominence (Po) and the 
temperature at the edge of prominence(T.), we found the following lim
its on the variables for the existence of the equilibrium: (1) the lower 
limit on the value of gas pressure at the edge of prominence (P.), (2) 
the upper and lower limits on the length of the magnetic field line from 
the center to the edge of the prominence and (3) the upper limit on the 
value of WosectPo where Wo is the width of the prominence and tPo is 
the shear angle. 
For specified values of To, T., po, EH the existence of the solution de-

pends on the value of WosectPo. Depending on this value there exist 
either no solution or one solution or two solutions. In the latter case In 
Type 1 solution, equilibrium is nearly isobaric and the magnetic field 
is strong and nearly horizontal. Conditions in this solution approach 
those in a real prominence as WosectPo approaches its maximum value. 
In Type 2 solution , there is a large variation of gas pressur~ from 
the center to the edge, and the magnetic field is weak and nearly ver
tical. Conditions in this solution approach those in a real prominence 
as WosectPo approaches its maximum value. 
The same problem is being extended to a quasi two dimensional prom
inence model. In the quasi two dimensional problem,the number of 
equations are one less than number of unknowns, thus we have to in
troduce one more equation, or an additional constraint on the physical 
variables involved in this problem. By assuming the sum of magnetic 
pressure and plasma pressure as constant the following results were ob
tained. 
1. For a given field strength, there exists a maximum value of sh~ar 
angle up to which only the solutions of magnetohydrostatic equations 
will exists. This value is decreasing with the increasing field strength. 
2.For a. very low value of field strength there is a minimum value of 
shear angle above which only prominence type of solution will pxist. 
This value increases with the increasing field strength. 
(B.s. Nagabhushan) 

1.2.10 Enhanced Coronal Heating in 5303 
Observations show that, the enhanced coronal heating marks the 
strongest magnetic field found on the Sun, which are found in active 
regions having sunspots. As the sunspots are poor indicators of the life-
time of active regions, we are studying with respect to calcium plagf's. 
This activity is a magnetic phenomenon and at times it is related with 
micro and sub flares also. The Stanford magnetograms and flare data 
published in Solar Geophysical Data is being used. To begin with we 
have started from Sunspot minimum year (1985 and 1986). The data 
collection for these two years is over. The preliminary results indicates; 
(1) A strong gradient of the magnetic field is required for the observed 
enhanced coronal intensity in 5303. (2) The disappearance of the ob
served coronal intensity more or less coincides with the disappearance 
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of underlymg calcIUm plages. (3)Tbe activIty ,in ~e underlying active 
I'f'glon8 In t.M chromospbert' indicate the actIvity m the corona. 
(B S Nagabhush&ll&, K B R.ameah and Baba Varghese) 

1.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

1.3.1 Laooratory aimulatioo of interferometric i~ing . 
Inkrft'rolllf'tnc Imaging II one of t.hl- methods to &Chu~ve higher .spatIal 
rnolutJOn An aatronomicallOurce waa simulated in the lab and Imaged 
mtf-rferometrlcally. A glaM plate sprayed with silicon 011 was used ~ 
dlltort the wavefront. A muk cont.&1ning several holes WI1lI placed In 

~ paraU,,1 bum In such cues, several seta of fring~ modulated 
by the dIffraction pat~rn of a lingle bole, are ~orm('d at Ima.ge pla.ne. 
Ttt.- contrast of the fringes gives vilibility IUllphtude of thE' source The 
poeitlon of the fringes With respect to thal of a ~int sour:e giv~s 
the Villbility pbase Ullng ~ closure phase tK~Dlque used In radIo 
aatronomy. vlIllbihty pbase II cakulakd. The object IS reconstructed 

by Founer IDvt'nllon. 
(R Srldhll.r&n) 

2. SOLAR TERRESTRIAL PHYSICS 

2.1 Equatorial Ionosphere 
The regular sun~et enhancement of upward drift of equatorial F regioW 
plasma is observed to be abnormally large on certain quiet days (Ar 
:5 5) as manifested by an anomalous increase of F region height. W~ 
explored the origin of this extreme form of the quiet-time variabilitY_a! 
postsunsf't vf'rtical drift/height through case studies using data from 
the Kodaikanal ionosonde and the magnetometer network in the cotmO! 
try. It is found that on the days with an unusually large dusktiJ:nl 
increase of F region height over Kodaikanal, the diurnal profile of ~ 
f'Quatorialelectrojet (EEJ) strength is severely distorted (with a sh~ 
in some cases, of Sq(R) phase from the usual time interval, characte:r.;. 
istic of the abnormal quiet days, AQD) with enhanced EEJ condition. 
in the post noon period (1300-1600 LT). This is accompanied, ne~ 
the magnetic equator. by higher values of F layer peak height (hp~ 
and lower values of peak electron density (fOF2) in the early evetl'-' 
ing period (1600-1800 LT), compared with the monthly median/qui~ 
day mean values These changes in EEJ and hpF2/fOF2 are consist;.. 
pntly seen in all easf'S studied. We interpret that the perturbations il'l 
plasma density distribution of equatorial F region, increase the the:r-· 
mospheric zonal wind and its local time gradient as well as the ratio of 
flux-tube-integrated Pf'dersen conductivity of the F to E region. These 
modifications just prior to sunset, prompt an efficient Fregion dynamo 
action, resulting in the observed abnormally large dusktime increase of 
F region height. The study strengthens the view that the postsu.nset 
behaviour of the equatorial ionosphere is sometimes predetermined by 
the properties of the thf'fmo!;phere-ionosphere system in the early evetJ:o' 
ing hours. 
(J .R. Sastri) 

In-depth case studies are made to characterise the features of the ~ 
namics of the ionosphere-thermosphere system that favour the od. 
sional postsunset onset of range spread-F at Fortaleza, Brazil (dlP" 
itude 1.8 S) during the June solstice. This is the season in which ~ 
quency spread F is typically seen while range spread F is rema.rk.a1::J1t 
inhibited at Fortaleza. The onset of range spread-F studied is thua .. 



Indian expedition that observed the Total Solar Eclipse of 26th February 1998 from Venezuela 



Magnetic Control of He II Excitation 

of Ikm in Holl 30.4 rim ~ioo (left panel) is overlaid by SOHO I MOl magnetogram 



T"",~'tvi._ of the dust gmins from the active regions 00 the ~ PFOOMIiIed EaM~ehd~13 ~ 
with fJ ~ of .03, .06, .1, .2 .. 3, .4, .5, .6,8, 1.2, 1.5, HI and 2.5. The tfinllditm the Sun Ie ~ the ~ ImOW. 
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exception to the rule and has relevance to the topic of day-to-day vari
ability of equatorial spread F of much current research. The satisfying 
outcome of the work is the unambiguous identification of differentiable 
ambient ionospheric conditions between days of range spread F and 
frquency spread F. It is found that an impUlsive and large F layer ver
tical drift (20 - 60 m/sec) prevails in the early evening hours on days of 
range spread F, in contrast to the average pattern of a slowly varying 
vertical drift of moderate amplitude (15 - 18 m/sec). There is no sig
nificant change in the pattern or magnitude of low-latitude meridional 
winds between the days of range and frequency spread F at Fortaleza. 
This suggests that meridional wind variability does not playa import
ant role in creating favorable conditions for range spread F on a day
to-day basis in the June solstice. The prerequisite for the occasional 
occurrence of range spread F is the presence of an impulsive and large 
vertical plasma drift, a condition favorable for destabilization of the bot
tomside F layer through Rayleigh-Taylor (RT) instability mechanism. 
Evaluation of the generalized RT growth rates for the' specific events 
supports the interpretation. The anomalously large F layer vertical 
drift seen on range spread F days is associated with moderately dis
turbed geomagnetic conditions as well as quiet conditions. Short-lived 
prompt electric field disturbances due to auroral substorm activity is 
ascertained to be the cause of the large F layer uplifts under disturbed 
geomagnetic conditions. 
( J. H. Sastri, M. A. Abdu·, I. S. Batista· and J. H. A. Sobral-) 

2.1.2 Electrodynamic Coupling of High Latitude-Low Latitude 
Ionospheres 
We have studied the geomagnetic and ionospheric manifestations of 
DP2 activity that occurred on April 7, 1995 using the high time res
olution measurements of F layer vertical drift, Vz over Kodaikanal, 
India with the HF Doppler radar and magnetometer data of IMAGE 
network in Scandinavia and at Alcantara, Brazil. Quasi-periodic fluc
tuations in dusk time (1730-1900 LT) F layer vertical drift occurred over 
Kodaikanal coherent with DP2 type magnetic fluctuations (period ,..., 25 
minutes) at the dayside dip equator (Alcantara) and auroral/sub auroral 
latitudes (IMAGE network stations). The DP2 -associated vertical 

plasma drifts are upward (amplitude 13-33 m/sec) implying eastward 
electric field disturbances. These jirstever observatIOns of ionospheric 
plasma motions due to DP2 electric fields at the duskside dip equator 
are in agreement with the two-ceH equivalent current system proposed 
for DP2. The results demonstrated that the transient component of the 
magnetospheric electric field responsible for DP2 magnetic fluctuations 
penetrates, through the polar ionosphere, to the equatorial ionoephel"f' 
on the duskside as on the dayside. An additional observation i. that 
the amplitude of the plasma drift fluctuations increases towards the 
nightside - suggesting a contribution of sunset electrodynamics to the 
observed signature of DP2 el!~ctric fields. 
( M. A. Abdu·, J. H. Sastri, H. Lubr". H. Tachihara", N. B. Trivedi" 
and J. H. A. Sobral") 
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3. SOLAR SYSTEM STUDIES 

3.1 COMETS 

3.1.1 Studies of Comet Hale-Bopp 
Tht' comf'f WM imaged using the Vainu Ba.ppu Tel~ at Kavalur 
durmg April - October 1997. The radial and rotational shift algorithm 
by Larson and Sekanina (1984) wu applied to the flat fielded images 
to !lupprt'ss tht" strong radial intensity gradient in the coma to enhance 
"mailer fluctuationa like the jete and the abella. The computer cod€" 
dt'vf'lopt"d during the previous year was coDlliderably modified. The 
main Improvt'ment was to uat! a reali.tic .ise distribution of tht' grains 
to compute i) velocity of ejection v.,. and ii) the &CO!!leration dUI" to !lOlar 
radiation preaaure. The ratio of the force due to IIOlar radiation pressure 
on tbf! grain to the gravitational force p, was allowed to vary from .06 
to 1.2 . Tht' terminal velocity v.,. to which the grains are accelerated 
W&8 calculated using the relation by Sekanina (1981);1/vgr = a + b/v'1J 
where a and b are coefficients which depend on the velocity of the gas 
drivmg the dust. dust and gas production rates, nature ofthl" dust grains 
and thl" nuclear radius. The o~rved shell structures wl"re compared 
with lht'structures predicted naing this modl!l. The fitted a and b values 
were used to estlmate the lower limits on the production rates of gas 
and the dust to gu production ratio. The derived gM production rate 
of 1.9xlO-5 g.cm-1s- 1 on 10 April, 1997 yields an evaporation rate 
of water of 6 molecules em-I s-1 from the active regions. Comparing 
this with the water production rate of Q=4x 10M molecules 8- 1 by 
Schleichet- et aI. (1997) near perihelion and usuming that at least 60% 
of the emissions are from the prominent active region at 65" latitude, 
the area should be at leut 11 % of the total surface of the comet with 
a radius of 17 km. 
(R.Vasundhara and Pavan Chakraborty) 

3.1.2 Spectrophotometric Studies of Comet Hale Bopp 
The Spectra-polarimetric observations of comet Hale-Bopp on 24th 
April 1997 were carried out using the polarimetric unit with the B & 
C spectrograph at the cusegrain focus of the VBT. The slit of length 
8mm (=48 arcaec) positioned along the North-South direction included 
a prominent spiralling jet. Sectiona of the spectra perpendicular to the 

d · . . e extracted to study the variation of polarization )sperslOn aXIs wer. . . 
. h t t I'C dl'stance III the coma. Lower polarIzatIOn on the Wit come o-cen r ., 

comt"t centroid (7% at 6000 .4) compared to siglllficantly hIgher polar-
. t·... the coma at 40 arcsec south was observed. The solar phase Iza Ivn on h . I . 
anglf' on the dat€" of observation was 49.1 deg. T e contmuum po arIz.. 
ation decreases from the red towards the blue. 
(Pavan Chakraborty and R.Vasundhara) 

3.1.3 Shell Structures of Comet Hale Bo~p . . 
Images obtained by Dr. Andreas Hii.~el an~ ErWlD Helser.from t?e VOl
versity of Osnabriick were used to Illvestlgate changes III the Jet and 
shell structures during the period September 1996 - May 1997. Most 
of the structures can be explained as arising due to ejections from per~ 
sistent active regions at comet-a-centric latitudes near +650 , +550 , -5" 
to _15 0 -350 and _65°. The best fitting pole positions vary between 
2550 ± ioo and 275°± 10° in right ascension and _45°± 10° to ~75"± 
10" in declination. Lower limits on the dust and gas production rates 
at various epochs werl' estimated. 
(R.Vasundhara, Pavan Chakraborty, Andreas Hanel * and Erwin 
Heiser-) 

3.2 JOVIAN SATELLITES 
The recent series of the mutual events of Jovian satellites occurred 
during April 1997 to January 1998 and were observed using the VBT 
and the 102 cm Telescope. These observations were carried out as part 
of the International campaign organized by the Bureau des Longitudes, 
Paris. The eclipse and occultation events were recorded by obtaining 
a series of small CCD frames with a resolution of 12 - 15 seconds. 
The data will be used to extract the sky plane separation between the 
satellites to an accuracy of 0.05 - 0.1 arcsec. These results will help to 
determine the orbital parameters of the satellites and to look for secular 
changes in their mean motions. 
(R.Vasundhara) 
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1. STARS 

1.1 EVOLVED STARS 

1.1.1 Chemical Compositions of the SRd Variable Stars 
Chemical compositions are derived from high-resolution spectra for 
four stars classed as SRd variables in the Geneml Catalogue of Vari
able Stars. The present sample clearly shows that the SRd stars in the 
GCVS are a mixed bag. Two of the four stars are most likely not vari
ables: RX Cep has been declared on good evidence to be of constant 
magnitude, and the evidence of photometric variability for XV Aqr has 
never been published. Both are disk stars of nearly solar metallicity 
but one is a F-type subgiant and the other a late G giant. The list of 
SRd stars should be pruDE·d of this pair of stars. Two stMs that are 
undisputedly Srd variables are SV Uma and AB Leo and have large ra
dial velocities and are metal-deficient. The [Fe/H} values of -1.4 to -1.6 
are similar to values reported for disk RV Tau variables to which SRds 
may bl" related. There is, however, a distinct difference in the com
positions of these high-velocity SRds and the disk RV Tau variables. 
The latter show strong evidence for a photosphere affected by Be'vere 
dust-gas separation. A well-known signature of dust-gas separation: an 
anomalously high [Zn/FeJ and an unusually low rCa/Fe} ratio are not 
found for the 5Rds shows that these stars are not affected by a dust-gas 
separation, as are the disk RV Tau variables. 
This rE'sult is not surprising for two reasons. First, the cool SRds 
almost certainly possess an extensive convectiv{' envelope that must 
negate the effects of a wind in which the dust-gas separation occurs. 
Second, analyses of RV Tau-like variables in globular clusters and of 
high-velocity RV Tau variables do not show abundance anomalies that 
suggest that the dust to gas ratio in a wind off a truly metal-poor star is 
so low that the dust cannot drift out against the drag exerted by the gas. 
There is no convincing observational evidence for a dusty drcumstellar 
shell around AB Leo and SV UMa. In short. AB Lffi, SV UMa. and 
TYVir arE' metal-poor not metal-depleted. 
( Sunetra Giridhar, D.L.Lambert· and G.Gonzalez*) 

1.1.2 Abundance Analyses for Field RV Tauri Stars 
Abundance analyses are presented and discussed for five RV Taurj vari
ables. Three stMs - DS Aqr, V360 Cyg, and V 453 Oph - are RV C stars 
by spectroscopic classification, i.e., metal lines are weak. They are 
shown to be metal-poor with [Fe/H] from -1.0 to -2.2 with normal 
abundances of other elements. By contrllBt, AD Aql and AC Her are 
RV B stars with an odd abundance pattern: elements that condenBe' 
into grains at a high temperature are underabundant (i.e., [Fe/H} = 
-2.1 for AD Aql) but elements with a low condensation temperature 
are much less underabundant (i.e., IS/H) 0.0 and [Zn/H] = -0.1 for 
AD Aql). This abundance pattern is ascribed to a separation of dust 
and gas in the upper atmosphere of the star. The present analyses with 
previously published results are used to invt"stigate the systematics of 
the dust-glIB separation in RV Tauri variables. Thl' process is inoper
ative in stal"8 with an initial metallicity of about [Fe/H} 5 -1.0: Rve 
stars and similar variables in globular clusters art" immune to thl" dust
gas separation. The process achieves mOfe 8("vere effects in RV B than 
in RV A stars. The strength ofthe abundance anomahps llttribulE'd to 
dust-gas separation is not. correlated with reported infrared t"XCf'~II. 
After correction for the effects of the duat-gas separation. there is no 
strong evidence from the abundanres that evolution along the AC.B and 
experience of the third dredge-up prKeded the formation of tht> major
ity of the RV Tauri variables. 
(Sunetra Giridhar. D.L Lambert· and G Gonzalez·) 

1.1.3 Abundance Similarities between the R erB Star V854 
Cen and the Born-Again Sakurai'. Object 
The elemental abundances of the mildly hydrogen defident R Coronae 
Borealis [R CrB] star V854 C.en have been estimatf>d. Th .. R CrS stars 
have been divided into majority and minority classes Judgmg by their 
abundance pattern.. CI888 888ignmeDt haa previously hf.f.n unambigu
ous but V854 Cen has traits of both the minority and majority dU8 
Neither V854 C-en nor the three obvious minority membpts show any 
dear abundance signatures of having befan affeeted by P.g. du"t-gas 
separation as often observed in post-AGB stars. By chemical composi
tion, V854 ('.en closely rest'mbles Sakurai's objN't. whirh has probahly 
recently experienced a final He-shell Bash. Tht"rt'forf" \'~54 Ct'n and 
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Sakurai's object may share the I&ll1e evolutionary background, which 
would add support for the final-fluh lCenario u a viable ~rigin of the 
R era stars. M08t of the few ditrerenen in abondanen ratIos between 
tM stan could if so be aUributed to milder H-ingeation in connection 
With the final He-shell flub of VSM Cen. The Identification of either 
the majority or the mmorit.y SlOUP, if any, as final fluh objects, re
maID unCf'rtalD. however, due to the unclear membership status of V 
SMCen 
( M Asplund*, B GWltat.on· , N . Kameswara Rae* ,and D. L. 
Lambert*) 

1.1.4 SpeetraJ CIaa.iftc:ation of Unidentified IRAS Sources 
with F .. (12pm)~F .. (2&pm) 
SpKtrai types of a large nwnher of unidentified tRAS P.oint Sour.ces 
with F .. (12pm)~F .. (2Spm) weft determined; the majority are f&lnt, 
oxygen-rich[M-lype] or carbon-rich lianl stars. The Guide Star Cata
los bas been u!ted to find the pbotopaphic ~itudea of.the newly 
d ... ified IRAS IOUI'CeJt with quality-3 flux denaltJd at 12 p In order to 
determine their B -[12] colour Judex. The dependence of this and ofthe 
IRAS indices 00 !pectraJ type is deternioed and discussed. T~ mean 
[12]-{2S) colour of the M-type stan i. found to increase monotonically 
from M3 to M6 and then levela off. Comparison of the (12]-[251 colours 
of the8e (aint IRAS M stars with t.hc:IR of Bright. Star Catalog M stars 
iodicatea that. at all types. the mean[12J.[25] incJt.x of the former group 
i. bi&ber than &hal of the lauer by at. leut 0.2 magnit.ude, ~ this is 
found to be sipi6cant at the 959(, confidence l~vC!!1. Comparl80n of the 
quaJi1.y-3, mean [25]-[60] colours of the newly-cl .. ified, faint M stars 
with &boee of BSC Han Oftf the aame apectral type alao showa the same 
trend. p~ible reuona for this difference are dilCuaeed The pt'rcent
ace' of VU'~ aouKftl .. a function of spectral type is lM:eD to sharply 
iDcreaee from • nearly cou&ant value of about 25% for 8Ourc~ of spec
tral t)'Pl! M310 M7 to a value of about ~ at MIO. The mean[12]-[25] 
colour. of &be IRAS unideDUfied IOUKftI (wlthin the limlts of the errors 
01'1 &heir mea values) appear to be rather inaenaitive to the degree of 
variability. 
(K.v.K.lyqar aad D.J. MacCooud1·). 

1.1.5 Birth and Early Evolution of Planetary Nebula 
The final expulsion of gas by a star as it forms a planetary nebula - the 
ionized shell of gas often observed surrounding a young white dwarf -
is one of the most poorly understood stages of stellar evolution. Such 
nebulae form extremely rapidly (about 100 years for the ionization) and 
80 the formation process is inherently difficult to observe. Particulary 
puzzling is how a spherical star can produce a highly asymmetric nebula 
with collimated outflows. Here we report optical observa.tions of the 
Stingray nebula, which has become an ionized planetary nebula within 
the past few decades. We find that the collimated outflows are already 
evident, and we ha.ve identified the nebular structure that focuses the 
outflows. We have also found a companion star, leinforcing previous 
suspicions that binary companions play an important role in shaping 
planetary nebulae and changing the direction of successive outflows, 
(M. Bobrowsky· ,K.C.Sahu· and M.Parthasarathy) 

1.1.6 Chromospheric Activity in Cool Stars and the Lithium 
Abundance 
A study of the Li I 6707.SA line was undertaken in both chrom08p", 
ically active and quiet stars in order to explore the interdepe:n.deoce 
between chromoapheric activity, age and the lithium abundance. 'l'ht 
analysis completed in 49 dwarfs, giants and supergiants shoWl dra 
although a few of the active stars are Li-rich, there does not ailS." 
one-~one correlation between Li abundance and chromospheric ~ 
ity. There is almost an equal number of inactive stars which _,Li 
rich. Otherwise, depletions are large especially in giants, mudl ~ 
than predicted by model calculations. There is a large spread ia Lt 
abundances; for moat of the giants and supergiants, the abundlL1liCe loa 
N(Li) lies roughly between -0.3 to +0.7. A similar large range in Li 
abundances is found for giants not selected on the basis of chromo
spheric activity. A significant Li excess is not a general property or 
active gia.nts. The above obser~ations suggest that there are paramet
ers besides the activity related ones controlling the lithium abunda.nce 
in these stars. Further work on this probkm is in progreae for &1l en-
huged sample including several more 8ubgi~nts, giants and supergiants. 
(S.G.V. Mallik) 
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Portion of the 1996 June spectrum of FG Sge is shown in the 
first panel. The HtJ line is produced in the fossil nebula. A 
spectrum of R era from February 1996 (10 the middle of a 
deep minimum) is shown in the second panel. Some absorption 
lines are weakly presenl In the spectrum of A CrB. 
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TV guider image of FG Sge obtained on 1996 June 10 with the Keck 10m telescope 
during the spectroscopic observation. The &tit is visible as a whfte horizontal bar 10 the 
centre of the frame. The visual magnitude of FG Sge at that time was about 15.3. The 
scale bar on the lower right IS equal to 10", North is al the lop. and east 10 the lett 
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1.2 VARIABLE STARS 

1.2.1 Detection of New Be Stars 
A large number of An and Bn stars (in total 119 AnJBn stars) were 
observed using the Coude Echelle and the UAGS spectrograph at the 
1m reflector of VBO, Kavalur. Mainly the spectra of these stars were 
obtained in the Her region and from this survey nine new Be stars have 
been detected. 
(K.K. Ghosh, K.M.V. Apparao and S. Pukalenthi). 

We also obtained time-resolved spectra of many Be stars and detected 
phase variations (B to Be to Be-shell or vice-versa) of five stars. These 
results may help us to understand the physics of Be phenomenon 
(K.K. Ghosh , C. VeIu, and M.J. Rosario). 

1.2.2 International campaign on 6 Scuti Stars BN Cnc and BV 
Cnc 
As a part of the Small Telescope and CCD Camera (STACC98) In
ternational Campaign on monitoring of 6 Scuti stars involving several 
observatories all over the world, spectra of the 6 Scuti stars BN Cnc and 
BV Cnc in the Praesepe cluster were obtained using the OMR spectro
graph on the VBT in February 1998. The reductions are completed and 
analyses are under progress. The data obtained from this campaign, 
which includes both photometric and spectroscopic observations, will 
be used to study stellar seismology in these objects. 
(G.C. Anupama) 

1.2.3 Novae 
Monitoring of novae at quiescence has been initiated using the OMR 
spectrograph at the VBT. Medium resolution spectra of classical novae 
Nova Cas 95, V603 Aql, HR Del, GK Per and T Aur were obtained. 
Medium resolution spectra of the recurrent novae with giant second
aries; T Crb, RS Oph, V3890 Sgr and V745 Sco were also obtained. 
These spectra are being studied in detail to understand this peculiar 
class of novae better. 
(G.C.Anupama) 

1.2.4 Supernovae 
Spectra of the Type Ia supernova SN1997bp in the wavelength region 
3600-8100 A were obtained on 1997 April 19 using the OMR sectro
graph on the VBT. The spectrum indicated that the supernova was in 
its early post-maximum phase. Comparison with the spectra of other 
supernovae indicated the supernova was about 6 days past maximum. 
The mean absorption velocity of -12930 ± 1800 kmJs is consistent with 
the phase of the supernova as well as with the Hubble type of the host 
galaxy. 

Monitoring of the bright Type II supernova SN 1998S was initiated using 
the 2.3m VBT and the I-m telescopes at VBO. Spectroscopic as well 
as photometric data have been obtained by several observers. Spectra 
obtained in 1998 March when the supernova reached maximum show 
an extremely blue continuum. Later spectra show a reddening of the 
continuum. 
(G.C. Anupama) 
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2. THE INTERSTELLAR MEDIUM 

2.1 THE PUP PIS OB III ASSOCIATION 
An oplJcal polarun~tflc study of member. and field stars In tM region of 
~ Puppis 08 III UIOClatlon h .. been m •. The UIOCiation members 
art" found to havf' larger values of polarllation than the field stars. 
In thf' direction of the UIOciatlon there are two regions of polarizing 
ink-rs&ellar mfOdium With m&lnetic fit"lds that are nearly at right anglt"B 
to each other The O~Yed ratio of polarisation to reddening for stars 
In th.s direction 18 about a factor of 3 smaller than the mean Inu-rstellar 
val~ indicating either a very poor eflkit"ncy of dual grain aJignmf'nt, 
or a magnetic field configuration that is predominantly longitudinal. 
(H C Bhatt) 

2.2 STAR FORMATION 
The o.rved m .. spectra for stars and interstellar douds are com
pared. Stars are born from douds. but their mua lpectra are fun
<i.unentally different A IVW model il propoaed in which the Salpt"k-r 
funellon rep~nling the stellar m .. lpectrum is shown to ft"Sult from 
the parent cloud mua spectrum. Stars form in the corea of the clumps 
10 a cloud and grow by act:retion The aa:retiOD roergy is deposited 
into the dump and diarup ... it when the star h .. grown to II limiting 
m .... The hmltmg m .... is derived. Combined with the observed dump 
ma. lpectrum. thiS leads to the Saipt"ter function for the stellar m&118 
spectrum. St"veral other obeerved features of clouds and stars also fol
low. 
(H.C.Bhatt) 

3. STELLAR SYSTEMS 

3.1 THE GALAXY 

3.1.1 Phase space structure and size of the halo of galactic 
dark matter 
With the intention of probing thl' phase space structure of the dark 
matter halo of the Galaxy we model the halo in terms of isothermal a.nd 
reduced isothermal distributions. The gravitational field of the visible 
matter is modelled in terms of a spheroidal bulge and a double expo
nential disk likt' distribution. Self-consistent solutions of distribution 
of the dark matter is obtained inrluding self-gravity and that due to 
the visible mattl'r by solving the Poisson equation in an axisymmetric 
approximation. The results when compared with the rotation cune 
of the Galaxy and the radial velocities of globular dusters and dwId 
spheroldals yield < v2 >~i,- 600km S-1 and size of the dark ma:lIIr 
balo r;r 2: 300 kpc. 
(R.Cowsik. Charu Ratnam and P.Bhatta.charjet') 

3.2 GALAXIES 

3.2.1 Massive Star Formation in the IR Bright Galaxy NGC 
972 

Optical broad band and Ha images obtained with VBT were analyzed. 
Maps of B I R color revealed peculiar morphology and complex dust 
distribution. Massive star formation activity in this galaxy is evident 
from the continuum subtracted Ha image, which shows the presence of 
circumnud~ar activity and disk star formation within a radius of 3,( 
kpc. The circumnudear star forming regions are distributed in a ring 
of radius 630 ]X" and clost'ly associated with an inner dust ring. Aper
ture photometry was performed on the individual HII regions a.nd we 
estimate an agt' ~ 5A Myr for the nuclear starburst using evolutionary 
synthesis models. The H .. luminosity of the nucleus is comparable to 
that of atarburst nuclei. The emission-line ratios of NGC 972 a.re &lao 
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indicative of a nuclear starburst, which IS powered by photoionization 
by a large number of hot massive stars. The enhancement of low ion
ization lines compared to normal HII regions can be attributed to the 
influence of dust on the thermal properties of the nebula or to contri
bution of shocks from supernova remnants. The star formation rate is 
estimated as 0.32 M0ye! for the nucleus and 2.1-2.7 M0 yr-1 in thE' 
inner 3.6 kpc of the galaxy. 
(Swara Ravindranath and T.P.Prabhu) 

3.2.2 Near Infrared (NIR) and Optical Morphology of the 
Dusty Galaxy NGC 972 
Near infrared (NIR) and optical surface photometric analyses of the 
dusty galaxy NGC 972 are presented. The photometric profiles in fbE' 
BV RJ H f{ bands can be fitted with a combination of gaussian and 
exponential profiles, corresponding to a star burst nucleus and a stellar 
disk respectively. The exponential scale length in the B-band is 2.8 
times larger than in the K-band, suggesting a central B-band optkal 
depth as high as 11. A bulge is clearly absent even in the NIH bands 
and hence the galaxy has to be of a morphological type latE'r than thE' 
usually adopted Sb type. Relatively low rotational velocity and high 
gas content (15% in HI) also favor a later type, probably Sd, for thf" 
galaxy. Only one arm can be traced in the distribution of old st.ars; the 
second arm, however, can be traced in the distribution of dust and HII 
regions. Data suggest a short NIR bar, which ends inside thl" nuclear 
ring. The slow rising nature of the rotation curve rules out a resonance 
origin of the the nuclear ring. The ring is most likely not in the plane 
of the galaxy, given its circular appearance in spite of the moderately 
high inclination of the galaxy (50°). The off-planar nature of the star 
forming ring, the unusually high fraction (30%) of thE' total mass in 
molecular form and the presence of a nuclear st-arburst, are probably 
the result of a merger of a gas-rich dwarf galaxy or an intergalaC'tk gas 
cloud. 
(Y.D. Mayya,Swara Ravindranath and L. Carrasco *) 

3.2.3 Properties of H II Regions in NGC 1365 -The Lumin
osity Function 
We present the H II region luminosity function for 98 H II regions which 

we have identified in the barred galaxy NGC 1365. Aperture photo
metry was carried out on the H II regions identifh'd on thE' H .. f'mission 
line imagf' to obtain the fluxes. The diameters of the H II regions werE' 
measured after removing the effects of seeing by performing a weiner 
deconvolution and image restoration. Tht> H.. luminositif's and lin
ear isophotal diamett>rs of the H II regions were calculat.ed using tht> 
Cepheid distance to NGC 1365 which is 18 ± :,1 Mpr. Earlil"r stud
ies have shown various interesting correlations ~tween the propertit's 
of H II regions belonging to various Hubble type'>. \\'E' find that thf'M' 
correlations between the absolute magnituides and diamt'terl> WIth tht, 
H,. luminosity, holds good even for H II rf'giont' withm fht' samE' galaxy. 
We attempt to E'xplain thE' various correlations and thl" Ha E'<}uivalf'nt 
widths in terms of the evolution of the emheddf'd stellar t·lustE'~ and 
the assumed IMF. Th£' correlation betwf'en thf' dlamf"tf'rs and Balmf'r 
line luminosities are typical of ionization - bounded St romgrt'n sphf"rt' 
with deviations at high luminosities. WI" find that thf' H II rt'Klon lu
minosity function (LF) can be fitt~d with a powt'r law of slopt' -2 29 ± 
O.ll. which is ('onsistent with thl" LF slopt's found for ofhf'r galaXies of 
same Huhblf" type. Also, the sizt' distribution for Iht, JIll rt'glOlI" (·an 
ht' approximated by an expont'ntial law. 
(Swara Ravindranath and T.P. Prabhu) 

3.2.4 Morphological Study of Luminous Elliptil'al GalaxiPII 
The program of morphological stud iI's of luminou!> f'lliplical galaXies 
with and without significant radio t'miSlllon was hroadl~ ~·omplt'tffl as 
far as acquisition of data is con('ern~d. ThE' Objf"l"tlVt' of thp study 
was to determine why only a small fr8C'tlOn of thplIl art' powt'rful ra
dio sourct's. Powerful radio galaxi~ exhibit peculiaritif's in optical 
morphology which are indicativt' of galactic mergt'~. Imagf' data h~ 
been acquired for about a don'n object" in t'a("h ,·ategor). I" galax
ies without significant radio emi88ion and powerful raello ,.ourn't.. and 
these are being analysed for studymg morphologll'al .. t rllI·t IIr,' 
(A.K.Pati Ilnd L. Saripalli) 

3.2.5 Oscillating Jet Structures in Radio Galaxi£'s 
A program aimed at understanding thE' occurrl'ncl' of prf'(''',,-''mg and/or 
oscillating jl't structurl'8 ill radio galaxit's was begun III Nlrly 199; A 
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sampl(' of 8OUrCe8 with peot"uhar radio jet structures haa been put to
Reiher, for optical (photomt'try and lpectroecopy) investigations Uling 
the VBT. T~ motivation of the obRrvational program is to look for 
('vi~nc(' of morphological disturbance. that could point to galaxy io
~rlloClIoOA/mt"rgen aa being the pt'rturbation call8ing the prt'Cession. 
lmagUlg II bemg dOM mitially in br* band B,V,R & 1 filten; narrow 
band 'magIDg In Ha and (0 III] are propoeed but requJre rffi.hiftd fil
ten. The obJ~ in the sample occur in clWltera of galaxies. Imtial data 
obtaU1f!d at the VBT for the object 3C464, • very steep spectrum radio 
IIOUrcr &l8QC'iaiflJ with the ~ntral cD galaxy in the cluster Abell 2626 
ahows a peot"uhar optical morpholoo. with evideD~ for more than one 
nudear roncentratJon and lleveral smaller galaxies aurrounding the cD. 
Spedrocopy of iodlvldual knote and smaller galaxl'" will be attl-mptl-d 
to HlabJlab aIIIIOC"iation with the cD. Multifrequency radio data on this 
object IS being obtained from VLA archives to study the radio struc
ture on different Kale.. 
(A.K Pati) 

3.2.6 Optical Counterparts of Gamra.e-Ray Bunt Sources 
Thll work establilhes the kchnique to be ued for dekcting objects 
of UDuaual photometric rolar in deep imaces of the GRB fields. The 
r«ent detedlon of tllP optical couoterparts of th~ GRBs. the apparf'nt 
UIIOClatlon of thne With very faint. di.tant galaxies. t~ largE' E'nergetics 
lDvolnd and ~ likelihood of 'fireball' tyPf' evente being respomllble. 
lM"CHaitaln a change in appro.cb \0 \his propam. 
(5. Bluqavl, R. CowI,k and A K. Pati). 

3.2. T Group. or Galaxies 
C4I1UnulDg ~ project 00 atudie. of compact. poupa with X·ray eml ... 
1100, .pectra of the galaxia in the poup HGC62 wrfe obtained using 
the OMR lpectrosrapb in 1998 February. The spectrum of HCG62a 
confirms the previou detection of Ho em~ioo in thil SaJaxy hued on 
imqea (rom the VBT. 
(G.C. Aoupama) 

3.3. ACTIVE GALACTIC NUCLEI 

3.3.1 Photometric Monitoring of Blazars 
The photometric monitoring of blazars was continued; the aim of this 
study is to detf'rmine variability in magnitude and colour (if any) of 
this dass of object:. over a variety of timescales ranging from hours to 
years. A large part of the data acquirf'd over the last three years for 5 
blazars has b4>en reduced. The remaining reductions and analysis will 
be complett"d and the first result.'l of this long term program will be puI 
out at the f'arlif'st. 
(A.K Pati and K.K. Ghosh) 

MOnitoring of the blazars A00235+16 and Mkn421 was done using 
the VBT and 1m tE'lescopes at VBO, as part of the Whole Earth Blasar 
Tele8Cope (WEBT) network of telf'scopes. This program is an &diva
tlon of tE'lf'scopes around the world. to attempt continuous monitorial 
of blazars eSpc'Cially when they are bf'iog observed at high energiea (Jto
ray ~ ')'ra.y) by sat->lIite-based instruments (e.g. EGRET, SAX). . 
(A.K. Pall and P. Shastri) 

3.3.2 Mic~ovariabi~ty in Broad Absorption Line Q~ 
Pho~metrlc obsl'rvatlOns Wf're obtaint>d for about (j BAL Q8OI ...... 
the \ BT durmg 1997 :\farch and April to study thf' optical mictoMiab
lhty phenomenon In thest> objf'cts. Intra-night variations of -5i" 'W'IN 
detected on time scales of -1 hr in QSOs 0846+156 and 0856+112. ru
ther, the mean m.agnitudf' level decreased in the two objects by -0..06 
and -0 15 ma~mtude respectively during the period of obser'vatioDl. 
The observf'd hSh.t curves are quite similar to those previously eeen m 
8at 8pectrun~ r~lO-loud sources. especially the BL Lacertae objedl. 
and can prOVide .'mportant constraints for the origin of microvariability 
and al80 a possible evolutionary link between the radicrloud and U. 
radio-quiet QSOs. 
(G.C.Anupama and A. Chokshi) 

3.3.3 Continuum Emission from Active Galactic Nuclei 
The physics of active galactic nuclei (AGN) and related objects ia ODe 

of the most actively punued areas of astrophysics. Their large l~ 
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ities over the entire electromagnetic spectrum combined with extremely 
short time variability has simulated a large number of astrophysicists 
to propose rather unconventional ideas. A variety of radiation mech
anisms like, thermal, synchrotron and Compton processes have been 
proposed to account for the complex continuum emission. It is only 
recently that the role of plasma radiation mechanisms has been shown 
to be of the utmost importance. It is demonstrated how a combination 
of the stimulated Raman and Compton scattering processes accounts 
for the major part of the spectrum, taking 3C273 as an example. 
(V .Krishan) 

4. DEVELOPMENT 

4.1 UV PAYLOAD 
A large effort has gone into the proposed Ultra-Violet Imaging Tele
scope planned as part of an Indian multi wavelength astronomy satellite. 
Two concepts for the telescope have been developed at this stage. The 
primary purpose of the UVIT will be an all-sky survey in two bands 
within the range 1300 -3000 A. Pointed mode programs are also to be 
accommodated through broadband as well as narrow band line filters. 
Low resolution field spectroscopy as well as polarimetry in the UV is 
also planned. 
(N. Kameswara Rae and A.K. Pati) 

4.2 OMR SPECTROGRAPH AT THE VBT 
The mis-alignment detected in the long focus camera caused during 
transportation was corrected in IIA's Photonics Lab. All the optical 
elements in the camera were individually tested by the personnel of the 
Photonics Lab and found to be according to the specifications given 
by the manufacturer. The camera was tested on the spectrograph at 
VBT and test images of the calibration sources were obtained. All 
images show a background 'ghost' image at a maximum of 3% level. 
The images are being studied to detect the source of the 'ghost'. A 
software to clean the images of this background is being developed. 
(T.P. Prabhu, G.C. Anupama and R. Surendiranath) 

4.3 SPECKLE INTERFEROMETER 
The newly developed speckle interferometer for the 2.34 meter Vainu 
Bappu Telescope (VET), at Vainu Bappu Observatory (VBO). Ka
vaIur, is being used regularly at the Cassegrain end of thE" said tele
scope to record speckle-grams of various objects. The technical details 
of this sensitive instrument and the design features are described re
ported in the journals (Saha et al., 1998. 1997b). Further development 
of this incorporates a nano-adjusting mechanism which helps in ultra 
fine focusing of the microscope objective. Flexure mechanism is being 
developed to achieve the nano-metric motion of the same. An arrange
ment for the micro-metric z - y movement of the detector to ensure its 
position precisely is being developed. 
(S.K. Saha) 

4.4 MEASUREMENT OF r" 
The flat wavefront enters the telescopt' warped significantly by virtue 
of its passage through II. turbulent atmosphere containing a distribu
tion of cells differing in size and refractive index. These cells move 
rapidly across the path of the light. which could be dUf> to thf> winds at 
various heights. convection in and around the dome. off the surface of 
the telescope structure etc. If the expos).!re time is ahorter «20 msec) 
than the evolution time of the phase inhomogeneitil's, then each patch 
of the wavl'front with diameter fo - Fried'8 parameter - would act 
independently of the rest of the wavefront resulting in multiple images 
(speckles) of the source. The night time variations of Fried's parameter 
at the 2.34 meter VBT site were computed using the speckle interfer
ometric technique. Specklegrams of 15 pomt source (unresolved stars) 
in and around 30" zenith were analyzed and computed. 
(5 K Saha and V. Chinnappan) 
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1. COSMIC RAYS 

1.1 ORIGIN OF EXTREMELY HIGH ENERGY COSMIC 
RAYS 
The difficulties faced by conventional "bottom-up" acceleration scen
arios in explaining the observed Extremely High Energy Cosmic Ray 
(EHECR) events with energies above", 101lGeV, have recently led 
to increasing interest in a possible "top-down" non-acceleration scen
ario for the origin of these EHECR events. A particular realizatjon 
of such a top-down scenario of origin of EHECR involves the so-called 
Topological Defects (TDs) such as cosmic strings, magnetic monopoles, 
domain walls, and various possible hybrid systems consisting of these 
objects. The TDs could have been produced in symmetry breaking 
phase transitions in the early universe envisaged in grand unified the
ories (GUTs) of elementary particle interactions. 
In the TD scenario of origin of EHECR, particles can be directly cre-
ated with energies up to '" 1016GeV (a typical GUT energy scale) from 
decays of massive "X" particles (Higgs bosons, gauge bosans, super
heavy fermions, etc.) released due to collapse and/or annihilation of 
certain TDs, thus avoiding the need for any acceleration mechanism. 
It is shown that cosmic topological defects in a wide class of supersym
metric theories can simultaneously be sources of Higgs bosons of mass 
"" TeV, the supersymmetry breaking scale, as well as superheavy gauge 
bosons of mass ..... 1] » 1 Te V, 1] being the gauge symmetry breaking 
scale. Decays of these TeV Higgs bosons may contribute significantly 
to the extragalactic diffuse gamma ray background (EDGRB) above "-
10 GeV, while the decays of the superheavy gaui!;e bosons may explain 
the observed extremely high energy cosmic ray (ERECR) flux above 
lOIlGeV. It is also shown that cosmic strings with 11 much above 
1014GeV overproduce both EDGRB and EHECR, and hence are ruled 
out, zfmassive particle radiation (rather than gravitational radiation) is 
the dominant energy loss mechanism of cosmic strings as on the other 
hand cosmic strings with 1] "" lO14GeV in supersymmetric theories 
may simultaneously explain the EHECR above 101lGeV as well as the 
EDGRB above 10 GeV (which is difficult to explain otherwise in terms 
of emissions from conventional sources such as AGNs, Blazars, etc.) 
(P.Bhattacharjee,Q. Shafi" ,F. Stecker") 

In another piece of work on this SUbject. it is pointed out that there may 
exist an intriguing connection between the observed EHECR and the 
Baryon Asymmetry of the Universe (BAU), namely that the EHECR 
and the BAU may have a common origin in baryon number violating 
decays of the massive X particles released from cosmic topological de
fects such as cosmic strings and magnetic monopoles. The basic idea 
is that X particles produced by TDs in the recent epochs produce the 
EHECR, while the BAU is created by baryon number violating decays 
of the X particles released from TDs in the early Universe. The X 
particle production rate fixed by the requirement to explain the ob
served EHECR flux is also able to explain the BAtT. In other words. 
if TD processes are indeed responsible for the EREeR, then the same 
TD processes might also have been responsible for creation of thf' entire 
"low" energy baryonic material content of the Vniverse Thus, in this 
scenario, the baryonic content of the Universe is a dynamically evolving 
quantity, and the observed extremely high energy cosmic rays observed 
today rl'presl'nts the baryon creation proc('ss itself "in action" in the 
Universe today. 
A definitive prt'diction of this scenario is that the EHECR should con
tain baryons as well 88 anti baryons with a small asymmf'try between 
the two. It remains, however, as a challenge at this stage to devise 
an experimental scheme that would enable one to distinguish EHECR 
air-showers initiated by baryons (protons) from thosp iniliatf'd by an
tibaryons (antiprotons), thereby to test the prediction pxperimf'ntally 
(P. Bhattacharjee) 
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2. NEUTRON STARS AND PULSARS 

3.1 RAPIDLY ROTATING NEUTRON STARS 
For four _Iy au""tNt rt'.batK equationa of a1.ak of ft('Utron atar 
mu .... " ... haw rooat~ equilibrium Mq~ of rapidly rot&tull 
D«'utron alara In gmrral ",latlYity "".eq~ art' ttw oonnal and 
auprama.l_ ~volutaonary ltfIquenati 01 coutant rnt ma., W~ find 
\hat for ~ f'qualloM of atatr, &.hi! maximum p'ayit.atiooa.l rn.uI ro
talJIlI ~ .. oreur ( In tttltraJ deDait)' aDd rotalioa rllk 0) bdOrt' tbr 
maximum-O mode.. W .. haw aJ.o cakulated tbI! 001_ of &.hi! mar
A1D&lly ~ orbit and It. ~pmdmno on O. reWYUlt for rnc:xkhlll of 
InIoHnt. qU .. I-p-nodK <»ciUalIoM in X-ray btna.r_ 
(8 Datta, A \' Thampao and I 8ocnbKi.) 

2.2 ACCRETION LUMINOSITIES 
A v-ral rt'Iatmatt<" cakulaboD wu dont for \be boundary laY'" and 
d .... lunubOIIllw's for ~ DOQ-~ IW'\ItroII stan ill rapid ro
L&lloD Rotauon mq'~_ the dillll lumillOllty and~ ... &.hi! bound
ary laY"" lumlbOlllty Alto calculaud art' thr aopw l'doclty profiles of 
p&rticln III Krplt-nan orbit. around the r&pdl, rotatillllWutron ItarI 
T~ ~uha will haw appIicationa III ~iDC the IPfctra of P«'I'S18t

flI( t!mi"lon of lhr lowt'r lumiDOllity X-ray bvret tIOU,..--, bf',c~ the 
Df'utroo atan In .ri s,..trm. Art' bPlwftd &0 bto rotalllll dO1M' to &.hi! 
f'qUlhbrlum WIth thP Kf'pif-nan pmod of &.hi! d ... inPPr f'Ci1t'· Tbia atudy 
alIO aUUNu that an IDIW't dIg \onIIJ can be fonntd (In thP ~ 
of a .ubManluU radlallon preMUrt'), INrt'., u a roueq~ of IK'Crt'

\JOn ftow In rotalln« rnrral h'lallYtatK apla-timr wbro \be IIcrmtllI 
Qf"Utron "tar ,,('10M- to &.hi! Ct'DtnfUlal rru. eIwd lunlt Thia """"It can 
uplalD lhr m ... an:Tf'tJon dunne X-ray qu~ in 1ow-1llUI X-ray 
btnartN 
(8 Daua and A V Tha.mpan) 

2.3 KH. QPsOa 
Kilo Mm. qUUI-pt'ftOdK <»cillatioba (klb QPOIt) lD low-maM X-ray 
htDarM-e may ~t lbr arbtC&l frt'qUt'DCletl of inarnnoet Kt'piftlUl 
orbit. around IKArt'tJDI IWUVoD....,... 1'hia CAll bto UM'd '" drriw ron
attUnt. 00 lbr IDIIM of the DeUtroD .., aDd • eq1IA&ioa 01-... It ia 

pointed out that Without tIM- Imo" I~dgt' of thf' neutron star spin r~, 
Identification of kHz QPO frl'qul'nnes with Kt'plprian frequencies at the 
lnlW'tlll<lllt stable orbit dOf'8 not ~'It'ld a firm constraint on th«- neutron 
.tar m .... but admIt a range of valuf''' of the mass and radius. 
(8 Datta, A V. Thampan and n Bhattacharya") 

2.4 BENDING OF LIGHT NEAR PULSARS 
T~ eft'l"Cta of ~ Ilt'utron star"s grantatlonal field. viz. the change in 
~ ..... lIar dipole mqllt'tlC' fit'ld gt"Omf"tf) and the light bending, haVt' 
b«D ronsadcon-d mOlltl) In the cont~xt of X·ray pulsars We have done 
.uch an analY.I. for radio pullOal'!i m tht' framework of the polar cap 
n~l. which III valtd for arbllrlU)' mrimatlOn anglMi betw~n ~ Hel
lar rotational and magn.-ttc ax.... It mcorporatrs all the kioematiea.l 
t'fff'Cta. n&mf'ly thf' .pN"lal rdatt\'lstw abnration and tht' ahov .. men
ttoDt'd two gellf"ral rdl\t1vll~tl" eifP<'ts As ex~ted abl-rrat.ion would 
be- significant If thf' fll(hatlOn emanaiRs from hlg}\f'r altitudes altbou&b 
ttM- m&lDf'w.~nc "tfl"Ct5 may collntf'r It Tht' two gent'r&i relativistic 
t'ffa-18 &l8o hav~ opposmg naturf" Wf" find that t.hf"8f' amount to ~ 
a 4 % 1Iq~1f" of the pulsar tlf'am for a typlCalllf"utron star ( m&II8 1.4 
M., and radllll 10 km) mdePf'ndf"nt of th,. stellar magnt'tlc monuon' and 
~ mcimauon of tlH- obhqu.- rot ator Indusion of all the kiDf'~ ef.. 
ft'Cta thut ...... ntlally l~aw'!I th .. (ioldrelrh-Juhan typt' beam unaltered. 
train!!: ~ Il"8ultlo of our ~tu{h of Ihf" R"n('ral relativistic corrt'ct.iooe to 
thP aiif' of tlH- polar cap. thf' agr~rrlf"nt bl-tw~n tht> formula deriwd 
f'arllt'r by Rankm and tht- K4"Oltlt'tncal onp was SHn to ImproVt' further
Gravitational eff~u makt' tbe polar rap SIZt> al!IQ depend on the puJ-.r 
m_ It I • .hown that the Rankm formula constrams the pulaar mMe 

to two Ie. than 2 1) M , AI1IO ltlt' mncoJlutant constraint on pulsar 
radllla 10 km indKIUn that 8Oftt'r ('(}uations of state for tht> neutroe 
star mat~r, "pt'Ciaily the Ollt' by Wirmga. Files and Fabrocini. (i.e .• 
comp.d nrutron stan) are favoured 
(R.C. Kapoor) 

2.& PROPER MOTION AND SPIN OF PULSARS 
It i. auut'aW that the proper mobon and the spin of pulsars al birth 
aft' cauNlly CODIWCtt'd Accordmgly. tM o,*,rvl'd mean valU" of pan
moe\tmI can ~ attribu~ to thf' r .... oll momentum and torque impu!M 
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The eHeels of a neutron star's gravrtaltonal field. VIZ the change In the sleUar dipole magnetIC held geometry and 
the hght bendIng. for radto pulsars. are shown In lhe framework of the pOOir cap model tor albttrary lochnatlOO 
angles between the stellar rotatIonal and magnetIC axes 
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imparted to the neutron star by anisotropic and asymmetric emisaion 
of neutrinos during the collapse of the core in a supernova. 
(R.Cowsik) 

8. BLACK HOLES 

3.1 GENERAL RELATIVISTIC ANALOGUES OF INER
TIAL FORCES 

3.1.1 Gyroscopic Precession and Centrifugal Force in the 
Ernst Spacetime K 
The phenomenon of gyroscopic precession in the Ernst spacetime is 
studied within the frame work of Frenet-Serret formalislJl General 
formulae are obtained for circular orbits. At the same time gem·ral 
relativistic analogues of inertial forces such as gravitational alld C{,lIt

rifugal forces are also investigated in the Ernst spacetim{'. Reversal of 
gyroacopic precession as well as centrifugal force is considered at the 
circular photon orbits. These phenomena are examined in the Melvm 
universe as a special case of the Ernst spacetime by st"tting the ma88 
parameter equal to zero. 
(K. Rajesh Nayak and C. V. Vishveshwara) 

3.1.2 Gyroscopic Precession and Inertial Forces in Axially 
Symmetric Stationary Spacetimes 
We study the phenomenon of gyroscopic precession and thl' analogues 
of inertial forces within the framework of general relativity. Covari
ant connections between the two are I'stablished for circular orbIts in 
stat.ionary spacetimes with axialsymmf'try. Specializing to static spacl"
tUnea, we prove that gyroscopic precf'S8ion and centrifugal forcl'. both 
reverie at the photon orbits. Simultanrous non-rl'versal of these III thf> 
cue of stationary spacetimes is discusst'd. Further Illsight iii gamed In 

the cue of static spacetime by considering the phenomena. lU a Spacl"
Lime conformal to the original one. Gravi-f'l t'Ctric and graVl-magrwtll.' 
fielda are studied and their relation to inertial forces is I'stabhshf'd 
(K. Rajesb Nayak and C. V. Vishveshwara) 

3.1.3 Equilibrium or a Charged Test Particle with Spin. in 
the Kerr-Newman Spacetime: Interation Analysis 
A charged test particle with spin placed ID the combmed graVItational 
and electromagnetic fields of the Kerr-:'Iiewm&Jl black hole IS con>ilderM 
Such a particle in equilibrium C&Il be uM'd 11.8 a probt- of the V&rIOWI 111-

~ractions involved. ~ indude electromagwatic- forn-s, gravi-e1 .... ·lTlc 

and gravi-magnet.tc ro~ and the lU~ractlOn of the Spin With lh<> all
gular momentum of the IOUrce mediau-d through through the rotatIOn 
of the spacetIme Itself. All these iou-radlons lUt'" sillciwd In detaIl 
Further. COnllt"Ctlon III mw With the gt'neral relatl\"J!Otlc analoguea of 
illt'rtlal forces, n~ly gravitational, centrIfugal. and CorlOh~ LenM"
Thlrrmg for=-. 
(J M AgUlrrf'gabiria·. A Chamorro·. K Rllje"h ~a) al .. j '-olllllagll" 
and C V Vlsbveshwara) 

3.2 BLACK HOLES IN COSMOLOGIC AL BACK
GROUNDS 
Although thert' II a gtf'at <kal of mformatJolI l'lvl'l,llIhl ... "' th .. ('1\.'>(' of 
1801akd. lI.8ymptoticaJly flat black hoi .... \'t'fY little I. known aholll the 
detaIled bf.haviour of ~ black hole In ("o.mlOl~lf"llt hackgroundlJ III 
order to u~lStand the laUn, Wt' hllvf' lIIatk "y"tt'matl<' "tudl~ on 
8Omt' of tM p~rtin of black hoi ... Iml:wd<kd III the !'ItM If" EID!I~tn 

universe using exact 8Olut.olll' <krtvt>d by Valdya We hllvf' \Nlfi .... \ thaI 
thfo black holt'S. both rotating and Itatlt'. art' In r ... ·t lIull "urfat·f"lt Th<
naturt' of the elW'fI)'-mofUt'ntum ~n80r In ~ flp3(',.tun~ till''' 1)('f'1I 

analysed In ~ cue or spheric-ally Iymnlt'trlc. IIt"tll' hils"', holf"lt phy,.. 
kal phfonOmMla such .. 8Cat~rmg of 8Calar W&\'t'fJ haw' l>H1! .. tudled 
Thelit' conlll<it'ratiolUl an" bt-mg gt'neralilf'<t to black bol .... In Robf'rb.on~ 

Walker C08mologicai background 
(K RaJt'fJh Nayak and (' V \' Ishvf'1lhwarl'l) 

4. TURBULENCE 

4.1 ANISOTROPIC KINETIC ALPHA EFFECT 
The study of formation of c-ohe,...nt !ltru<-tu~ ID It turhulf'nt lIIf'dlUIlI 
bll.8 provldt'd ronsiderablt' f'xpt'rIfUt'ntlll Alld tht"Or .. tu·1l1 1'\ Hlt-nef' thllt 
loch ft'atu~ an- a consequenct' of · ... If-organIMtlon· of lilt- flol\' ftM"se 
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ideM are being explored in order to understand the large scale structure 
of the universe. The role of turbulence in producing such an organisa
tion needs to be investigated. Be it the observed hierarchy of structures 
(galaxies. dusters of galaxies. superclusters .. etc). or the granulation 
scales on the sun. &II such order could be the fallout of a self-organised 
system! What causes this self-organisation is a type of inverse-cascade 
of energy in the system. This inverse cascade could be the result of 
a large-scale-instability. whoee existence has been shown for the case 
of an incompressible forcing. and is. since, known IJIJ the Anisotropic 
Kinetic Alpha effect (AKA). The AKA effect is alao the analogue of 
the well-known alpha effect for the generation of large scale magnetic 
fields from small scale fields A perturbative expansion of the com
preBllible Navier-Stokes equation shows that the solvability condition 
for the set of linear partial differential equations obtained with multi
«ale analysis resembles the dynamo-like equation for magnetic fields. 
The key requirement for the AKA instability to manifest itself is the 
lack of re8ectional symmetry in the medium (parity non-invariance). 
We confirm the presence of a three diOlelUJionalla.rge scale instability 
leading to inverse cascade of energy. Moreover, the transformation of 
energy from the compressible modes (acoustic modes) to helic&l modes 
is observed. The detailed evolution of the energy. helicity. vorticity and 
mUll density spectra is being studied. 
(R.D. Prabhu. V. Krishan and Amit BlJIJu·) 

5. RADIATIVE TRANSFER 

5.1 REFLECTION EFFECTS 

5.1.1 Reflection Effect. in Cline Binaries 
In earlier work we studied the reflection effect in 2-Dimensional geo
metry to see bow the radiation filed will change if we calculate the 
reflected radiation by the transfer equation in a close binary system. 
It was shown that even a 2- Dimensional calculation of the reflected 
radiation changes the radiation field oonsKkrahly. We made an at
tempt to calculate the reflected radiation from the extended surface 
of the components of a close binary system aasuming 3-Dimensional 
Cartesian coordinate geometry. The specific intensity of the radiation 

field received by an observer at infinity is estimated along the line of 
sight. We assumed a purely S<"attering medium and in calculating the 
radiation we excluded the radiation occulted by the central star and the 
radiation in the shadow cone. The secondary component is assumed to 
be kept at different points in its orbit which is assumed to be circular. 
The amount of radiation received by the observer at infinity depends 
on the position of the secondary component. 
(A.Peraiah and M. Sriniv/l.8a Rao) 

5.1.2 Effects of Reflection on Spectral Line Formation 
The atmospheres of the components of a close binary system are dis
torted mainly by two physical effects: (1) rotation of the component 
and (2) the tidal effect due to the presencE' of its companion. The ef
fects make the atmospheres of these stars non- spherical. Nonsphericity 
changes the density distribution of the matter through which the radi
ation passes and 118 a consequenr-e , the lines formed in such medium are 
modified. In addition to this, the presence of the secondary compon
ent's light falling on such distorted components atmosphere will affect 
tbe line profiles formed in the atmospheres. We adopted a spherical 
polar coordinate system. Tht> radial distribution of the source func
tion is obtained from thf:' solution of the radiative transfer equation in 
spherical symmetry either in the re:lt frame or in the comoving frame 
of the gM. However, as we are invt>stigating the combined effects of 
rotation and radial motion on the formation of lines we have assumed 
a source function which varies as a 1/r2 . With this ~umption, we can 
estimate the specific intensity /(Td at the boundary of the each shell. 
for calculating the flux. We have a.'lSumed two types of variations for 
the velocity satitiying the law of continuity: 
(1) increuing linearly with radius and 
(2) a constant velocity throughout the atmosphere. 
The density changes IJIJ l/r3 and 1/r2 so that the equation of continuity 
is always satisfied. 
(A.Peraiah. M. SrinivMa Ran and B.A. Varghese) 
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5.2 RADIATIVE TRANSFER IN SPHERICAL GEO
METRY 
A numerical solution based on finite-differences is proposed for solving 
the line transfer equation in a spherically symmetric atmosphere. We 
discretize the curvature term in the equation by the backward differ
ence scheme for the outward-going ray from the atmosphere and by the 
forward- difference scheme for the backward-going ray. As the radiation 
field is highly anisotropic in the far-wings of the line, the accuracy of 
the method is improved by computing the source function first using 
the numerical scheme for a limited set of rays. The intensity in the line 
is then computed with the known source function using the formal solu
tion of the transfer equation with a large grid of rays. The numerical 
solutions are compared with the published results for an atmosphere 
having an outer radius R surrounding a core of radius Re{ = 1) and we 
consider two cases : 
1) the core is hollow; 
2) the core is perfectly absorbing and emits radiation in a specified dir
ection. 
The differences in values of the source functions obtained applying our 
method and thoee of the other method using a different form of the 
transfer equation are not significant. Another salient feature of this 
method is that one can enforce the non-negativity of the solution quite 
eMily. In future we would like to use this method for atmospheres 
where fIC&ttering by small pa.rticles (Le .• Mie scattering) is an important 
physical mechanism. 
(D. Mohan Rae) 

6. ATOMIC PROCESSES IN ASTROPHYSICS 
There are several quantities that are needed to understand atomic 
processes in Mtrophysics.For example,a knowledge of transition en
ergies and oacillator strengths may be necessary to de-ter~ine a~und
ances,temperaturea and various other properties of celestial o~JecU!. 
We have ca.rried out calculations of excitation energies and oecdlator 
strengths on two atomic species of astrophysical interest~a.rbon and 
calciwn using Multi-Reference Many-Body Perturbation Theory. 
(Sonjoy Majumder, Raja! Chaudhuri and B.P.Das) 

7. STELLAR DYNAMICS 

1.1 MERGER OF GALAXIES 
Simulations of merging of equal mass galaxie-s were performE'd (a cam
pare the relative change in energy obtained from numerical simula
tions with those C"ompuW using impulse approximation The compar
ison showed disagreement in clost' collision that rE'sultE'd in merger and 
agreement, within & factor of two, in wide encounters 
(P.M.S. Namboodiri) 

1.2 TIDAL EFFECTS IN INTERACTING GALAXIES 
The- tidal effects produced in a dH'ply penl'tratmg colliSIOn ~Iwp(>n 
two spherical galaxies, one twice as massive but If'SS dt'n!OE' than tht
other. were lItudied by numerical simulations The galaxit>8 WE're im
tially placed on a hyperbolic relative orbit Thl" collision parameters 
were 80 choeen that the primary (biggt'r) galaxy WIL'i Just below the 
limit of disruption and the relative velocity of thE' pair IS slightly in t'x· 
c{'sa of the escape limIt. TM colliSion prodoced grf'&ter trdal damage m 
the prlma.ry. The prima.ry ~veloped a core-halo slrut'turt' and !lhowl"d 
overall expansion while the secondary showed contraction 10 tht' mnt'r 
region and lea Ilgnificant expaDlllon in thf. ou~r parts Tht" initially 
hyperbolic orbit wu transformed into a paraboliC ont" as a r('~ult of thlO 
colli.ion. The resulta abo indicated that the tidal mteractlOn did not 
induce appr«iable rotation in hyperbolic ("ollislOn Tht- angl(" of deftK
tlon of the orbit computed from the DUhV'flcal work was found to ~ 
larger than that obtained uling analytical formula ThiS was AttnbuU'd 
to the large tidal eft"ecta of the bigger galaxy. 
(P.M.5. Namboodiri, K.s.sutry* and K S.V S l"llralumhan·) 

1.3 DEVELOPMENT 
One more hoard has ~n tnstalled in the GRAPE sYltem - a paraUl'1 
computing machine dedicated for galaxy Innulallons (obtalhfOd from 
Profetl8Or Sugimoto of the Umvennty of Tokyo undt'r the India - Japan 
collaborative programme) Several test runs havt' bt"f"n perforlJM'd to 

check thiS new board. 
(P.M S Namboodiri) 
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1. NON-ACCELERATOR PARTICLE PHYSICS 

1.1 ATOMIC PROBES OF PHYSICS BEYOND THE 
STANDARD MODEL 

1.1.1 Parity Violation in Atomic Ions Using Laser Cooling and 
Trapping 
To observe parity violation An experiment involving trapping and laser 
cooling of Ra+Ba+ and Yb+ has been proposed. Apart from being 
promising probes of physics beyond the Standard Model these ionic 
systems can be used to observe the unclear anapole moment in a clear 
way. Fearibility Studies for carrying out such an experiment at IIA are 
underway. 
(B.P.Das) 

1.1.2 Parity Nonconservation Arising from Neutral Weak 
Currents 
Parity Nonconservation{PNC)in atoms is a promising probe of physics 
beyond the Standard Model.We have developed Coupled-Cluster ap
proaches for atomic PNC.The formal part of this work is complete. We 
shall soon be writing codes based on this method 
(K.P.Geetha, N.Barat, P.K.Panda, Rajat Chaudhuri, B.P.Das) 

1.1.3 Electric Dipole Moments of Atoms 
Atomic EleCtric Dipole Moments(EDMs) are excellent probes of phys
ics beyond the Standard Model. We have applied the Epstein-Nesbet 
Perturbation TheorY,Coupled Electron Pair Approximation(U) and .(2) 
to atomic EDMs.Calculations using these methods have been carw'd 
on ytterbium,which may be a good candidate for observing the EDM. 
(Angom Dilip Singh and B.P.Das) 

1.1.4 Atomic-Nuclear Interface 
We have proposed a new method to observe the nuclear anapole moment 
using laser cooling and trapping.Singly ionized barium and rad~um are 
good candidates for such an experiment. We have also earned out 
theoretical studies to determine the feasibility of observing the nuclear 
anapole moment in atomic ytterbium-our results clearly favour ytter-

bium. 
(Angom Dilip Singh, K.P.Geetha, C.S.Unnikrisnnan and B.P.Das) 

1.2 INSTRUMENTATION 
Two experiments on non-accelerator particle physics were initiated this 
year. In one of these, a prototype of a sensitive torsion balance was 
tested inside a vacuum chamber. This experiment. aims t.o investigate 
the Casimir effect. 
Another experiment to measure the Casimir-Polder force was initiated 
using an atomic beam of helium. The atomic beam was generat.ed using 
a hypodermic needle. Other equipment like the eleetron beam gun for 
electron impact ionisation and a channeltron for ion detection were set 
up. 
(D. Suresh, G. Rajalakshmi and R. Cowsik) 

2. GRAVITATION 

2.1 NONLINEAR NON-RELATIVISTIC GRAVITY 
Here the phenomenological theory of gravitation is proposed. hased on 
a pre-relativistic approach to electromagnetism. The general relativ
istic, purely geometric spacetime conception is criticized. Space itself 
is assumed to have physical substance. This substance. the ether. mani
fests by its permeability. Gravitational fields do not curve space, but 
rather distort the ether, and affect its permeability. 'fhl' pl'rmeabil
ity determines the speed of light, which is varying likl' in a diel(>('tric 
medium. The theory is only in certain limits Lorf'ntz invariant.. the 
concept of a uniformly moving observer is likewisp only approximate, 
and so is the principle of equivalence. Nonlinear field equation" for the 
scalar gravitational field as well as the permeability tf'l1sor of thp pther 
are constructed in a way to fit the classical experimellt~ on gravitation. 
Est.imates on the variation of the speed of light in our solar system are 
given. 
(Roman Tomaschitz*) 

2.2 COSMIC ETHER 
A pre-relativistic approach to particle dynamics is explored in all ex
panding Robertson-Walker cosmology. The receding galadir' back-
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ground provides It. distinguished frame of reference and It. unique co&
mic tun~ In thiS con~xL ~ relativistic, purely geometric space-time 
concept is criticized. PhYlicallpace is regarded as permeable medium, 
th,. COfimlC ~ther. which effects ~ world-linea of particles and rays. 
W,. study In detail a Robert.eon-Walker universe with linear expansion 
factor and negativ~ly curv~, open t.bree-space; the permeability tensor 
of the- ether wr cbooee in a way that the semicl .. icaJ approximation is 
extact. Galactic ~hifla depend on &be refractive index of &be ether. 
In thf' local Minkowakian limit the ether causes a time variation of 
m ... whleb scales inversely proportional to COIIDlic time. In the glob
ally geodesic rest frames of galactic obeervers the ether manifests in an 
unbounded s~ of signal tranaler. in bifurcationa of world- linea. and 
ID time mvenlon effects. 
(Roman Toma8(;Jutl·) 

2.3 GLOBAL METRICAL DEFORMATIONS AND THE 
MICROWAVE BACKGROUND 
An account on the cbaoticity of ,alatie world-linea in an open universe 
IS given. A new type of coemic evolution by global metrical deform
atIOn, un~icted by Einstein'. equat.ions, i. pointed out. Physical 
effecla of dus evolution are bacbcAUeriDl of electromagnetic fields and 
particle creation in quantum fielda. We review in an untechnical way 
how global metrical deformations of the open and multiply connected 
spacdike slices induce angular ftuctuationa in the temperature of the 
cOfimic microwave background radiation. 
(Roman Tomuchlts·) 
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1. ELECTRONICS 

1.1 CCD PROJECTS 

1.1.1 IIA-IISc Collaborative Work on CCD Dewars 
IIA in collaboration with the Center for Cryog£>nic Facility (CCF). lISe. 
Bangalore has designed and developed three cryogenically cooled CCD 
d£>wars for IIA's internal use. While the CCF is responsible for build
ing d£>wars, IIA provided the CCD mounts, internal wiring, testing and 
imaging. The following is the status of these three dewars. 
Model 1: A P8603 CCD (578 x 385) has been mounted. The required 
wiring insidp the cryostat has bl"en carried out and thf' necessary cables 
as adopted to the Universal CCD controller were completed. The sys
tem was subjected to lab and field tests and test images were obtained. 
The performance was found to b!' satisfactory. 
Model 2: This cryostat is planned for the Thomson THX7897 (2K x 
2K) three-side buttable ceD. It gives a holding time of 18 hrs. A 
suitable mount for this device has been made and integrated with a 
mechanical sample. The sample would be replaced by an engineering 
grade CCD during the initial tests with the quad-read controller and 
subsequently, a scientific grade device will be installed in the cryostat. 
Model 3: This cryostat is light weight with an aluminium body,and is 
now undergoing tests for vacuum integrity. A 60 mm dear aperture 
quartz window is used as an optical port. A hermetically sealed con
nector is being used for the electrical feed through. A mount for Loral 
2K X 2K CCD is designed and integrated with a mechanical sample in 
the cryostat. A heater resistor and temperature sensor are provided on 
the CCD mount in order to set and maintain desired t~mperature. 
(B. Nagaraja Naidu, R. Srinivasan, N. Jayavel. AS Habu and CCF 
Staff at lISc·) 

1.1.2 IIA's In-house CCD Dewar 
In-house efforts are being continued for building a CCD dewar. The 
dewar is designed to give a hold time in excess of 24 hr. The df'war 
consists of two parts viz., the liquid nitrogen (LN2) container housing 
and the CCD Camera head. The chamber housing encloses a three liter 
capacity liquid nitrogen container, molecular sieve, fill &: vent structure 

and a vacuum port. The CCD camera head contains a CCD mount. all 
optical window and hermetically sealed connector for I"!ectrieal signal:; 
feed through. These two parts are vacuum sealed by an O-ring. Supf'r 
insulation foils are wound on the LN2 contaiuf'r and the side plates 
to reduce the heat load on the LN2 container. The dewar i$ inrtial" 
checked for its vacuum integrity and for possihle leaks. No leaks wer~ 
found. The dewar is subjected to baking continuously around 60 dt'g. C 
while being evacuated for four cycles each of 10 hr. duration to remov(' 
the absorbed water vapor from the inner surfaces of fhp dewar. Thf' 
dewar holds liquid for about 21 hr. A suitablf' ('CD mount is being 
designed for this dewar. The mount contains a prB that holds the 
('CD (SIT(' lK) and the assoeiated pre-amplifier f'1('<'trollles 
(8. Nagaraja Naidu, Sahay Nathan, R. Srinivasan and 8.R ~Iadhava 

Rao) 

1.1.3 A New PC Interface Card for Universal CCD Controller 
A new interface board has been designf"d a.nd dl'vpioppd for a ('CD 
controller to operate from linux environmf'llt. This IIltNfarp board 
conforms to ISA XT / AT bus and swikhahlf' data bll" Wltltlt allows dIP 
board to interface to PC XT (8 bit) or PC AT (I!) hIt j ".\'st(,IIlS Th .. 
host computer sends the commands to thf' (! (. oV(~r a parallel I Ii bIt data 
lines which are differentially driven. The S<"rlal data from tht" controll{'r 
are clocked into the interface board IUId is lht'll convf>rh·d mto parallf'1 
data in a set of shift registers. Two 4K FIFOs are configured a.o. 4K x 
16 bit to allow the host to receive data at II's own Int ral~ indejX"ndent 
of the data coming-in from th(' controllf'r FIFO· ... status hits ('an Iw 
monitored to perform tht" data transft"r from FIFO to host A lti bIt 
general putpost' digital I/O are providf"d for USf'r dt"fifll'd appiacatlons 
such as instrument controL 
(8. Nagaraja Naidu, R. Srinivasan and A.V Ananth) 

1.1.4 Linux based software for image data acquisition for IIA 
controller 
Currently efforts are on to dl'velop a X-wmdow based lIuagp data ac· 
quisition and proceS8ing for thf' controller df'vf'loppd al IIA. for Llllux (a 
public domain l1NIX) environm£'nt. Th(' soft wart" invohes dt-wlopmf'1I1 
of a device driver for an I/O int.erfa.ce board, l\ (' ha.';ed appheation pro. 
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gram with calla to X tool kit using Athena widgets for GUI (Graphical 
User Interface) Programming. The GUI part of the application is ready 
for tating. The ~vice driver relatffl part needs to be completed. This 
i. an extension of the work carried out earlier, The difference being a 
GUI part developed earlier. used X hb calls and the hardware platform 
was the commercially avallable astromed controller. 
(A.V.Ananth and K. Abhimanyu·) 

1.2 OTHER INSTRUMENTATION PROJECTS 

1.2.1 The 1024 Channel Correlator System 
The 1024 channel digital correlator built using the 1(' chipe imported 
from Japan wu succeaafully constructed and installed at the Gauribid
anur radio observatory. The digital system wu interfaced with the ana
log receiver umt (which wu built at Gauribidanur itself) and various 
tests were carrIed out to understand and check different upt'Cts of the 
combined system. From April 1996 onwards. regular two-dimensional 
mapping of the Sun i. being carried out. As the tracking system and 
multi-frequency observiq capability hu not been installed yet, only 
single frequency obeervaLiona are being made, duri1J8 the tranait of the 
source over the local meridian at Gauribidanur. The interestinl results 
tha& have been obtained 80 far are summarised below; 
1. It wu found t.ha& the coronal Joopa conneded wit.b the solar noise 
atorm emi.ion (the only activity connected with the SlUUlpots in the 
&bIenee of any flares) have a lower denaity limit and they don't extend 
into the outer layers of the Sun's atmosphere. 
2. Radio SIgnatUres of the p~vent corona before the onset of a coronal 
mua eJrctJon (CME) have been obtained on several occasions. It is he
ins .peculated that the Ollllet or radio Doise storms and changes in the 
leometry of existing coronal holes can be conaidered as precul'8Ors for 
some of the eMF.... Analysia of data alODl with thoR obtained at other 
wavelenstb banda are being carried out to let a complete picture of 
tbeee events at different levels of the solar atma.phere. 
As it ill required to track thae mua ejectioDi .. lhey travel into the 
inter-planetary apace. design testa for the inat&llation of a tracking 11)'8-

tern are being carried out DOW. 

( R. Rarnesh. K.R. Subramanian, M.S. Sundarajan. E. Ebenezer and 

Ch.V. Sutry) 

1.2.2 128 KBPS Satellite Communication System 
A satellite communication system has been procured from MIS India. 
Satcom Ltd to facilitate remote operation of the 2-M Infra-Red Op
tical telescope coming up at Hanle. The communication link has been 
configured, in cloee consultation with the ISRO engineers to operate in 
extended C-band at 128 KBPS in Single Channel Per Carrier mode. 
The siting - clearance for Hanle and Haskott' has been obtained from 
DOT. the NOCC teat at Hoskote has been successfully conducted and 
the teat at Hanle is being scheduled. 
(R. Srinivasan, A.V. Ananth and G. Srinivasulu) 

1.2.3 Microthermal Data Acquisition System 
The turbulence in the atmosphere is characterised by the random spa
tial and temporal variationa in temperature and is represented by 
CT-2. Microtbermal measurements measure this temperat.ure differ
ence between two horizontally separated points. A microthermal data
acquisition system has been developed to characterise the thermal pro
file of the lite where the 2-M teit'scope at Hanle is propoeed to be in
'stalled. The probes were configured using matched pairs ofPT-IOO thin 
film resistors. The design involved an excitation system for matched 
differentialleDBOrlI in a bridge configuration. a phase-sensitive detector 
and a PC interface to acquire and compute the CT-2 parameter, A 
tower of 48 feet in height was built. The probes were mounted on the 
tower at four different levels and the pair of probt's at each height was 
separated by two meters. At each height a temperature sensor (AD 590) 
ia placed to measure the average tf'mperaturf:' at that height. The initial 
trial was conducted at Hoaakote campus with the PT-lOO and AD-690 
IeDBOrs mounted on the tower. 
(R. Srinivuan, T.P.Prabhu, Rajalakshmi, Faseehana Saleem and 
J.P.A. Samson) 

1.~.4 Electronic Imtrumentation For Solar Eclipse 
A 6-channel preciaion photometry was required to record the photona in 
the wavelengths covering 4700-4861 Angstrom, at 5 pre- fixed coronal 
positions, between 1.2 - 2.0 solar radius. The simultaneous obae~ 
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will help in cancelling-out extraneous variations such M sky. any cloud 
and transparency variation in the line-or-sight and record accura.te light 
level in the given wavelengths. The electronic system was built utilising 
the following sub-systems: 
1. Photmultipliers and their housing for the High voltage chain 
2. Pulse amplifiers and discriminators 
3. Pulse counter interface cards for the lap-top computer 
4. High-speed data-acquisition progr&IJl &Ild reduction softw~ 
5. Stepper-motor drive with digitally selectable frequencies 
6. Low and high-tension power Supplies 
The system was integrated and tested for satisfactory performance at 
Bangalore. Later in the eclipse site at Don-Baeeo. the integrated sys
tem worked satisfactorily and the coronal data could be successfully 
recorded during the event. The analysis of data. is in progress. 

1.2.5 ModificatioJl.l on Polarimeter at 1 Metre Telescope 
The polarimeter at 1 meter telescope, VBO hM been modified for IBM
PC/AT computer and the software for data acquisition and analysis 
hu been developed to run on the same pla.tform. A set of new IJOft
ware commands h&ve been implemenU'd for case of operation. On-line 
display of data and results are also po8IIible. The inatrument has been 
tested on the telescope for its hardware and IK'ftwa.re functionality. The 
major improvement in the new instrument is the increued obeerving 
efficiency. The observations of standard stars show that the long term 
st&bility in position angle meuurement is within +1 deg. A 9.5 mag 
star through V filter can be observed in 15 minutes to give an accuracy 
of + O.15under average sky conditions at VBO. 
(G.srinivuulu a.nd A.V.Raveendran) 

2. COMPUTER DIVISION 

2.1 ADDITIONS TO BANGALORE CENTRE 
A new C&IJlera system to obtain hard copy of screen images hu been 
installed. This will produce film negatives, slides and polaroid output, 
and is useful for projection purpose. The augmentation in the form 
of PCs for individual scientific needs and for specific applications were 
&dded to the LAN at Bangalore campus and &Iso VBO. Kavalur. The 

softwa.re additions included packages like Ma.thematica, Mcsyma and 
super mongo on various platforms. A recent enhanced version of IDL 
hu been ordered ( IDL 5.0 ) for the ultra sparc system and is likely to 
be installed shortly. In order to meet the increasing need for disk spa.ce 
on the power challenge system a 23 GB hard disk has been ordered. 
This will be installed shortly. 
(J.S Nathan, K.N Kutty and A.V. Ananth) 

2.2 FACILITIES FOR HOSAKOTE AND HANLE 
The computer requirement. for communication btotween H08a.kote and 
Hanle h&ve been finalized for theo 2 m project. It is a.lao expected 
to meet the requirements for telescope and back-end instrumenta.t.ion 
and provide user interaction for remote operation of facilities at Hanle. 
Presently efforts a.re OD to plan a suitable Lan for H08llkote &Ild Hanle. 
(A. V Ananth) 

3. ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 

3.1 DIESEL GENERATOR SET 
In order to create .. durable solution to the erratic poWf'r supply to theo 
Bangalore campus, especially during summer monthll, it was da:idf'd to 
install a large capacity (200 KVA) die.d genera.tor Rt. ThiS required a 
major effort by the electrical engi~ring diviSIOn VllrioUA details had 
to be looked into including the 200 KVA grouting. connertmg all cables 
to the new panel board, co-ordinating With CPWD a.nd KEB signing of 
agreement, carryilll out 'B' and 'C' ch«ks for the D.G set. installation 
of dieael storage tank, etc. Two technical personnel were deputed for 
training by Kirlw&r Cummins Ltd in opera.ting and runDlng of D.G. 
sets. SU'jJ8 were taken to train thesfo pel'8Onnel through correspondt-nce 
course by Cummina. 
(K. Padm&n&bhan and V. Chinnappan) 

3.2 KAVALUR FACILITIES 
Indented DecetllA.l'y cables and 8witchbo&rd falmcatlOn wu do~ 
through CPWD on a time bound programme for the hquld nitrog .. n 
plant at Kavalur. lnatallation of the L.T~ panel with suitable parth
iog was eff~ted. Changes suggested by the supplier were mcorpor-
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&ted in the wow. Feeder-pillar box for Kavalur residential quarters 
was indented and the fabrication work wu taken up after the technical 
di8Cu .. iona wIth CPWD. The unit haa since been installed and made 
use of 15 KVA UOit waa commillllioned at Kavalur. Kavalur trans
forrmr/dimmerstat/stabiliaera oil filtration work wu done. Breathers 
were replaced with new units. 
(K. Padmanabhan and K S. Subramanian) 

4. PHOTONICS 

-t.l INSTRUMENTATION 

-t.t.1 Wavefront Sensill& 
The mathematical formulation for the theoretical simulation of the 
method of rw:>lariaatlon shearing interferometry uaing two crosaed 
Babinet Compenaatora has been worked out. The data reduction pro
cedure developed earlier haa been improved. Efforts are on to retrieve 
the unknown values of the aberratiolll and thua recollltrud the wave
front.. Currently, work is in progress for improving the accuracy of 
these methods and &lao to enhance the speed of implementation. 
(A.K. Saxena and J.P. Lancelot) 

-t.t.2 Instrumentation for Ob.erving Solar Corona During 
Total Eclipae 
A 5 channel photometer with additional central integrated light channel 
waa designed and fabricaied at the Photonics Division of the lnatitute. 
Another inatru.ment for fut CCD recording of solar corona during to
tality waa a1ao made ready for observation. The inatruments were fully 
tested before shipment. Prelimina.ry results of the aucceaaful oheerv&
tiona were pre&eDted in a eeminar on 7th April 1998. 
(R. Cowaik, J. Si!Jlh, A.K. Saxena and R. Srinivasan) 

4.1.3 Thin Gold Film Coatiuc 
The 12 inch vacuum coating plant baa been modified to accomodate two 
heating lOurcea. Tantalum aud Molybdenum bo&ta were procured for 
holding chromium and gold respectively. Suitable mechanical modifica
tiona were made to hold both 1;be boat.a iuide the chamber. GI888 sub-

strate8 were first base-covered with chromium and subsequently with 
gold. The gold coated substrates were subjected to transmission test 
and reflectivity test using fibre optics spectrometer. The results were 
comparable with the standard gold coating applications. An alternate 
method of gold coating using laser ablation method is being developed 
in collaboration with Prof. Thareja of lIT Kanpur. Dr. Ratna Sircar 
of Feroze Gandhi College, Rae Bareli, has been coordinating the work 
at lIT Kanpur. 
(A. K, Saxena, K. Ramankutty. J.P.A. Samson and J.P. Lancelot) 

4.2 MAINTENANCE 
4.2.1 Re-alumiwsing of Primary Mirror of VBT 
The 2.8 m coating plant preparation and trial runs were done for alu
minising the VBT primary mirror, which was carried out in July 1007. 
A thicker coating of aluminium was provided for better reflectivity and 
longer life. The quality of the coating turned out to be better than 
previous coatinga. 
(A.K. Saxena, aluminising team and mechanical team) 

4.2.2 12 Inch Coating Plant 
Several jobs of coating small optics like 6 inch mirrors, flats, gl888 alia 
and gold coating on stainlesa steel flats and copper flats for CCD de
velopment work etc, were executed. 
(K. Ramankutty, J.P.A. Samson and Nirmal Kumar) 

-t.2.3 Coating Plant Maintenance at VBO 
Maintenance of the 60 inch vacuum coating plant was taken up. A new 
water cooling pump WlUI installed for the rotary pump and the diffusion 
pump. Trial runs showed satisfactory perform&Ilce. 
(J.P.A. Samson and Nirmal Kumar) 

4.2.4 Grinding Machine Maintenance 
The grinding machine (which waa used for VBT optics) waa thoroughly 
overhauled in order to take up the Imrface generation of the 40 inch 
primary mirror. 
(V. Gopina.tb, V. Robert and J.P. Lancelot) 
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4.3 EXTERNAL PROJECTS 

4.3.1 Synchrotron Radiation Beam Line (SRBL) Optics 
This project is a collaboration with BARC. As reported earlier, one flat 
mirror and one spheroidal mirror had been successfully figured. The 
surface profile of the spheroidal mirror Willi mellllured at Brookhaven 
National Laboratory (USA). A shearing interferometer is being set up 
for the slope errors of the spheroidal mirror. 
(A.K. Saxena, R. Cowsik, R. Ismail and J.P. Lancelot) 

4.3.2 VHRR Sun Shield Panels 
This project is a collaboration with ISRO. The work on the 6th set 
of the Very High Resolution R&diometer (VHRR) lIun IIhield panels is 
in progress. ~t&i18 for the extension of this facility, M well 8IJ the 
technology for the future requirements of ISRO are being worked out. 
(A.K. Saxena) 

5. MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 

5.1 REPAIR OF LATHES 
The sliding surfaces oftwo lathes (LB 11 and LB 20), supplied by MIS. 
Hindustan Machine Tools about thirty five yeanl ago, have worn out 
to the extent of about 100 micron at its maximum point. The wear of 
the sliding IIUrface prevents the job being turned from conforming to 
the required concentricity and straightness. To avoid this IIlight ovality 
and taper it was essential to re-scrape the sliding lIurface to correct 
for the errors. This was done by specialised skilled mechanics, using 
blue marking transferred from the surface plate onto the sliding surface 
needing correction. The high point on the sliding surface ~re carefully 
scraped using a scraping tool. This was a major maintenance work 
involving dismantling of saddle, apron. cross-slide, tailstodc, headstock 
and improving their surface flatness to achieve the condit.ions as per 
original test chart. Similar work was carried out on HMT lathes LB 17 
and LB 25 at Kavalur workshop also. It is observed that the geometrical 
accuracy of the job turned after re-scraping is very much high. 
(B.R. Madhava Rao, A. Selvaraj and F. Gabriel) 

5.2 MAINTENANCE 

5.2.1 Vainu Bappu Telescope, Kavalur 
Support of the mechanical worbope WM offered for aluminising of 
primary and secondary mirrors of VBT. It involved cleaning and lub
rication of some of the precision mechanism like mirror supports, drive 
for mirror shutters. A coat of Duro black paint having malty finish was 
'given to avoid shiny metalic surface around the path of starlight Dur
ing this exercise, teleacope a.cceasories like the 10 tonne dome crane and 
mirror carriage were serviced and tested before thl"ir use with mirror 
system. Several other tasles performed included. making arrangementa 
to prevent rain water leakage at the dome and shutter joints, provid
ing an encoder having 128 turn and 16 bit for t.l"H" cassegrain position 
angle device for obettvation of exten<kd objecta, mounting an LVDT 
adjacent to the cuaegrain/prime focus to obtain backlash free reading 
of the focus po8ition at the prime and caaegrain foci. providing anti
vibration mounu for VBT hydl'08tatic bearing motor and pump! to 
reduce the vibration of the system. and periodic cleaning & lubrication 
related to moving parta of telescope. dome and its supportmg systems. 
(F. Gabriel and B.R. Madhava Rao) 

5.2.2 1 Metre Telescope 
Mechanical support wu given to mount 35 mm c~ru onto the t.ele
lICope mount to obtain photographa of comet Hale-Bopp Arrang .. ment 
WM done for preMuriaed liquid nitrogen filhng to ('CD df.war durmg 
observation. Since the moving of the heavy and long, dry nitrogen cyl
inder to the obeervation floor wu very difficult, & dry mtrogen pipe 
line wu installed from the ground 600r of the tell"8Copt" budding to the 
observation floor along the vert.1cal aide of the north pIer U8lng seamlea 
steel pipe. Thi. hu reduced the tIme reqUired for filling liqUid mtrogen 
dl"war manually . One set of ofr.et gUldmg umt with acquillitlOn and 
filter wheel unit wu deIIigned and fabricated 
(F. Gabriel and B.R. Madhava Rao) 

5.2.3 Other worb 
The sideroatat dock drive wu replaced by a 8tepper motor for ~ 
Kodaikanal spectro lab. 
(F. Gabriel and B.R. Madhava Rao) 
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6. THE HANLE 2·M TELESCOPE PROJECT 

With ttw df'arlUlcf' of the EFe Mt'mo for the- 2-m Tde1K'~ ProJ~t 
hy tl ... (;ovt of In<ha. the- Projtrl formally kK>Io: oft' ID May 1997 Thf. 
vf'ooor of t .... :.!-m If'1f'tiCopt' ... t'arlter identifitod u Mis EIt'Clro-OplIC 
J'ty ltd o( AustralIa and the td~ to ~ manufacturffi by their 
8ubl',dlary Mill EOS Tf'("h~ies Ltd. Tucaoo, V.S A An agr~n~l 
Wall IU~~ In July 1997 and the proceM of de-a1sn and manufacturt' 
IDltlak'd 

DllK'l1aeIODa on the- d('1I1Sn COf11lllC'n«O in Novanber 1997 and continufii 
Utroup ~ yt'M The prImary mirror blank of ULE material .u 
ordfoft'd from M/_ Cor nilllInc . to ~mbn 1991 and II t'XPf'("\4'Q to 
boo ff'ltdy for ddlvery 10 May 1998. 
M/_ Stup Coraultant. Ltd . BancaJore. ~ appointed consultant. (or 
tltfo tr~ f'nd~uff', and the coon-pt detJip and teoder documf'nta 
W"4"ff' ahaped up duraDl the yt'ar Tender prc--qualifkatloD bids Wt'rt' 
IDv,U'd and .. valualf'd 
It UI planD«f that up to .. til'tlt-hsht IMtrumf'nt. .oould tx- avaHablt' at 
the \~alD focus. and • queuiDl mirror would ~1e"Ct o~ of ~ ~ 
molf'ly WIUtID t4-nII of ~ Oor of the tim-hsht instrunl4!nt8 would 
tx- a 4K )( 4K mOMlC ('CD t.o be <kYf'1oped ID-hoUM" , and another 
Il falDt obJf'f'"t 8J>f"<"trosraph ('~ra (FOSC') to ~ fabric&lfii ID coI
lahoratlon with tbf' (~nha«t'n Vniv .. l'tI.ty A.tronomlCai OblM-rvatory. 
IJtonmm SpN"dicatlODa of 1ft instruJrl4!nt. art' tx-mS rnit'Wf"'d 
A nott'worthy .. v .. nt at tltfo Ilk ... Bhoonu Pooja (Pl'OpIuatlon of 
MotlM-r Earth) by R Cowslk and layms of the FoundatlOll Sto~ for 
u... Ot-natory b) H E Gt"n (Rrid) K V. Kriahna Rao. PVSM. the 
tltfon Gov .. rnor of J 1: K St •. on 16 Odober 1998. The area de-aipated 
for tJw 2-m It'JPIK'OpI' and thr aurnd&nt facilitin 011 thr Dikpa-r .... Ri 
(,Sc:orptOll Mounlain ') .u named u M&. Suu.ati. af'tn the Hindu 
goddn. of If"arnms· 
A Muutl GYJl8Y car wu procured aDd ~ io Ladakh. Thia wu 
u.ed for a dry run to te.t t.br ro.d rooditioM bd-..en Bancalort', Delhi, 
Jammu. SrlDaga.r. KalIiI. Leb and H&DIe, The car u.o pi~ a truck 
carrylDS 38m VSAT &Dknna for t.br satdli&e-bueci communicatJOll 
hnk. Or... such anknoa ... earlier iMta1led at HoeaIcoW. The commu
nlcatton hnk ~ta ~&D at both Hoa..kote and H&DIe. and dar NOCC 

tea ... wert' cooouckd and certlficalf's prorured for the H06akote ill8~ 
atlon A slowt'r VSAT-basl'd suhscrI~r network (RABMN) node ... 
procurt'd for Lt-h Onc(' mstalll'd. It will Ilf' possible to communicate 
bet~n Hanle. uh. Bangalorf' and Kavalur uSing thiS network. 

An order .u placed "nth Mis eEL Ltd. Sahibabad. for a 30 KWp 
SPY powt'1' plant. Mis CEL deliverf'd SPV arrays in Cktober 1997, but 
~ferrffi tht' ~liyery of other matt-rial and Installation for the summer 
of 1998. Bued on the assell8ment of total powI"r requirements of the 
k1e8COJ>'t' and doOl4!. it was dt'cidt'd to augm<"nt the gent'ration of power. 
A .. rord.iOSly. an order WM placed for a sl't'ond 30 KWp Spy power 
plant with Mis TATA BP Solar India Ltd The entire system wu 
I't'ady for transportation hy UtI" .. nd of th .. fiscal Yf'ar and is planned to 
be transport...d and Installed at thf' "Itl' as soon as the roada open in 
.umnl4!r. Thrt"t" 30 KVA DIeSf'1 GC"nf'rator 8('1.8 were procured from M/_ 
Gre.av~ Ltd t.o work In standhy mode in tanckm with the two Spy 
powt'r plan .... and also to st'rvC" at tllf' base camp. It was alao planned 
to procUIl" two I KWP SPY po"'l'r plant,,, to make the RABMN nodee 
at Ldl and Hanle Bue opt'rallOnal round the clock. 

A contour map of Mt Sar_wah "r"a was mad .. with a contour inter
val of I ~tft' WIth t~ bfolp of Border Roads OrganizatlOn (BRO). A 
lK'alffi modd wu also madl' bllM'd on thIS map The map was ~ 
for preparlOS a layout pla.n of dlff .. rf'nt faClhti"s in the area including 
~ 2-m ~1t'lICOpf' bUlldmg ('onsldf'rahl .. amount of construction work 
wu undertaken during lIumm .. r It IIwludf'd fabnratlon. traneport&tioD 
and ert'Ctlon of a mlcroth.-rmal tower. foundatIOns for the 3.8 m VSAT 
antenna and for & 16 inch tf>\elK'opt> The work on thfo construction of 
~ bouae and storage hangar Wf're also lmtiated. 

The B~O is CO~t8&~uc~mg a road between Haole monutery and Dikpa
ratM Ri 8ummlt. \'eiud~ are ablt" to Ilt'gohate to tbt' peak SiD~ 0cto
ber 1997. T~ RABMN umt whIch was instaiit'd at the ITBP campoia 
1905. wu .Iufted to the Bue Camp Work on installatioD of two bucJ... 
pum .. at lhia aite wu alto initIated The transfer of government Iaad 
for the oo.ervatory at Hanle and for a Scienc{" vntrf' at Leh propaMd 
aati.radorily. 

A ~\ract. wu fioaii&ffl WIUt Mis Stirhng. Netherlande, and M/_ 
Phill" Indi. Lw., for procurt'OI4!nt and installation of • 5 lit/h ca-
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pacity liquid nitrogen generator plant. 
The cloud cover monitoring in progress has yielded data for over three 
complete years. The data shows very little change in the &Jlnualstatiat
ics over the three years. The automated weather st&tion at the summit 
produced data for more than one complete year; it was relocated at 
about 400 m east of the earlier location to facilit~ site development. 
The data is periodically downloaded to Bangalore, and &Jlalysed. 
Measurement of vertical temperature profiles were undertaken at alti
tudes of 6, 12, 24 and 48 feet from ground close to the planned location 
of the 2-m telescope. The results show that the temperature rises by 
about }D C between 6 and 12 ft., stays nearly constant till 24 ft., and 
falls by 0.50 C at 48 ft. The local boundary layer thus ends somewhere 
between 12 and 24 feet. The profile is fairly constant within each night 
and between different nights. Based on this data, it was decided to fix 
the height of the 2-m telescope elevation axis to between 8.5 and 10 
metres. 
Several dignitaries visited the site during the Foundation LaYlDg Cere
mony. These included H. E. Gen.(Retd) K. V. Krishna Rao, PVSM. 
the then Governor of J & K, Gen. P. K. Renjen. GOe, Mr. P. Namgyal. 
MP, Ladakh. Yen. Sotse Rimpoche of Hanle. Mr. A. K. Goyal, DOC. 
Leh. Prof. N. Nakai, Nobeyama Radio Observatory visited the site 
in January 1998 as a part of Indo-Japanese Collaboration in Science. 
Prof. Nakai undertook site reconnaisance in the area and opined that 
the Thangchukgiri plain appears to be ideally suited for & millimetre 
wave array. Dr. R. Siddharth, OSD, DRDO and Ms. V. Hunt, ESA 
visil.t'd the site in February 1998 and were imprf"ll8ed by the quality of 
the skies and the facilities created by IIA. 
(T.P. Prabhu) 
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LIBRARY 

TIu- hbrary added 382 boob to its collection and subecribed to 144 
journals It continued to recein 100 observatory pubhcations, pre
prmts. nt'wsl~tters and annual report.. Nearly 300 Inter-Library-Loan 
reqUt1lt.l were handled during this year Eight journals are available 
electronically in full text form and they are ~ing acceaeed continu
oualy. 

T~ hbrary .utomate<i its Clreulabon proct'dure. In the new system, 
the I18Ue and return of documents are effected uaing lICanners and bar
rodra. New mem~rabip carda were I.Ued to all users. 

The lIbrary introduced a graduate trainee programme. Two post gradu
ates in Libra:y Science from Bangalore University were recruited and 
training wu impvted to them. 

M_ A. Vagi_wali, Llbralian, ~t.ed & propoql for nt'tworking all 
utronomy librarietl m India at the 18th Astronomical Socidy of India 
rneM1ng heJd in Ahmedabad. Meaars P. Choddcalingam and N. Krishna 
Murthy (Koda&kanallibrary) retired (rom service during the year. 

OFFICIAL LANGUAGE IMPLEMENTATION 

The Institute has been carrying on the program of implementation of the 
official language in a systematic way. Administrative and other reports 
and official documents to be laid in the Houses of Parliament, have 
been prepared bilingually. These include the Institute's Annual Report 
and Audited Report. Official circulars have been brought out bilin
gually. This includes circulars relating to national and other holidays. 
A facility like ~learn a new Hindi word everyday" has been introduced 
which was well received by the employees. The Hindi version of entries 
in the service books has been continuing as an essential p&rt of the 
implementation. "Hindi Divas" was celebrated in the Institute with a 
large in-house participation. Dictionaries, glossaries, and other refer
ence literature, as well as Hindi books have been made available to the 
staff members. In the administrative work, an "Incentive Scheme" tor 
drafting notes and letters was started. Four employees have applied to 
join "Prabodh" class to receive Hindi training. 
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Invited Review 

Daua. B , (1998) Curro SCI., 13, 729 
Supernova 1987 A: T~n Years After 

MaUdl, D.C V , (lggs) Curro SCI., 14, 736 
Twenty Five Years of Ob.ervatiooal Aatronomy at the Indian In
stilU~ of Astrophysics 

Atteodanee in. Com'ereacea. WOI'bbopa and other Scientific 
Meeti ... 

UPSO 104-cm SampurD&DaDd Telellcope Silver Jubilee Worbhop, Na.ini 
Tal, 1m April 7-9, S.Giric:ihar, R.Kariyappa. D.C.V.MalUk. 
S.V.MaUik. A.K.Pati 

InternatioDal Conference 00 Relativistic Jete in Aat.ropbysica, Krakow. 
Poland, 1997 May 27-30, P. Sbutri 

8&h MeetJDI of Marcell Gro.m&l1n. JeruNJem, "'&eI, 1997 June. 
R.Cowaik 

Solar Physics Dlvi.ioo of \be American Aatronomical Society. B0R
man, Moot.aDa, USA, 1997 June 26-30, S.S.Hua.Jl 

Ten&h Cambridce Worbbop on Cool Stan, Stellar Syat.ema and the 
Sun, Cambrid&e, USA. 1997 July 16-21. S.S.HMU, V. Kriab.Daku
mar, K. E. R.amp.rajaII 

SPIE medius on 0p40ica a.od 0ptical4!DliDeeriDl, San Dieco. 1991 July 
26 - Aupt 2, A.K.s.x ..... 

Indian National ~ AQdemy. New Delhi, 1m October, 
R.Cowaik 

Conference on 'Parity Violation in Electron-Hadron Electroweak In&er
actions, Paris, 1997 October 27-31. B.P.DM 

International Workshop on Observing Giant C06mic Ray Air Sbc.·wers 
from > l020~V Particles from Space, College Park, Maryland. USA. 
November 1997, P.Bhattacharjee 

10th National Space Science Symp., Ahmedabad, 1997 November ~6-27 
D.C.V.MalUk, J.H. Sastri, C. Uberoi, P. Venkatakri.bna:o 

ISTEP programme group meeting, PRL. Ahmedabad, 1997 November, 
J.R. Sutri, C. Uberoi. P. Ven.katakri8hnan 

XVIII Meeting of ASI. PRL, Ahmedabad, 1997 November 28-D«:embcr 
1, S. Giridhar, A. GOBwami. S.S. Hasan, P. Joarde:r, Le. 
Kapoor, V. Kriahan. D.C.V. Mallik. M. Parthuaratby, A.K. 
Patio K.P. Raju. K.B. Ramesh. N. Kamelwars Rao, T. 
Si'YlU'ani. P. Venkatakriahnan 

PJuma Society of India, PRL, Ahmedabad, 1997 December 2-6. 
V.Kri.han 

8th International Workshop on Technical and Scientific Aspects of MST 
Radar (mat8), Bangalorr, December 15-20. 1997 J. H. Sutri 

Indian A..ociation for General Relativity and Gravitation. Pune, UMW 
Dec:ember R. eowailt 

15th International Conference on General Relativity and Gravitatioa. 
PUDe, lW7 December 16 - 21. R.C. Kapoor 
DAE Nuclear Physics Sympoeium, Bangalore University, B~. 
1WT Deoember 2,(,,30 S.P.Dague, B.p.n .. 

mwna&ioaa! Conf'ereace on Astrophysical Fluids: From Atomic Nuclei 
&0 Stara &Ad Galaxies, Haifa, wael, lugs January 12-15, V.Kridw:t 
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3rd UCLA International Symposium on Sources and Detection of Dark. 
Mattt'r in the Universe. Marina del Rey. California. USA, 1998 Febru
ary. P.BhattachB.rjee 

Mini-workshop on Cosmic tTItrahigh Energy Neutrinos and their Detec
tion, Maria del Rey, C&lifornia, USA, 1998 February, P.Bhattacba:rjee 

New Initiativt"S in Solar Physics Research, IIA, Bangalore, 1998 Feb
ruary 20-21, Solar group 

SPIll mar on Radar r~motf' sensmg of the atmosphere. National MST 
Radar Facility (NMRF), Gadanki. March 2-3, 1998, J.H.Sutri 

n TAA Sponsort'd Introductory School in A k A, ~partrru'nt of Phys
ics. Bangalore lTmvennty, Bangalore, 1998 Much 2-6. S.P.Bagare 

DAE SymposIUm on ~udear PbYSICll. 1998 March 5-6, B.p.n .. 

Physlf's of ('OOlf·d and Trapped Atoms and Ions, Mumbai, 1998 March 
!1-8, B.P.OM 

SPIE Conferencf", Kona, HawaII. 1998 March 20-28, A.K.Pati 

Colloquia and Invitl'd Talb at Conference.. WorJuhop. and 
S(~Ulina.ra 

B&gart', S P 
TIw PhYSlaJ of tllf" Sun 
Il'CAA llponsort'd Introductory 8Chool on Astronomy and A.tro
phYSICS for CoUt'Se Teadlt"rs III PhYSICS, Dt-partmt'nt of PbYIIICII, 
Bangalort" l"nivf'rstty 
1998 M&l'('h 2-6 

8hattacharj~,P. 

Ultrahigh ~nergy from C08mic rays from topological defects - C<l8-

mic strinp, monopoles necklaus and all that 
International Workshop on Obst-rving Giant Cosmic Ray Air 
Show~rs from 10'0 eV Particles from Span" Cullegl' Park, Mary
land. USA 
1997 November 

Ultrahigh energy neutrinOCl from topological dt'fl'Cts 
Mini-Worbhop on Cosmic Ultrahigh Energy Neutrinos and their 
Dt'tection 
1998 February 

Cowsik, R 
Dark mll.tu-r : An introductIOn 
8th Marcl'lI GfOMman M~tmg JeruMlem. Israel 
1997 JUht' 

Dark mattt-r m thto univt"l"8e 
Summc-r Schoolm Alltronomy and AlltrophySl<"1l, Bllngillore 
1997 June 

A.tral dIamond. and rubletl 
Indian National Sclnlce Ac!Mkmy, Nt"w ~Ihi 
1997 October 

AccretIon - ~rt'd utronomlCal80urcl"ll 
Indian AMOCiatlon for Gt"neral Rf'IatlVlty and Gra\ltatlOlI. PUf)(' 
1997 £>«ember 

DY,BP 
Parity nonro~rvation in atomic Yttf'rb,um 
University of Oxford, EIIII&nd 
1997 October 6 

AtomiC probea of the unification of fuoolLl1'lental forc~ 
PRL. Abmcodabad 
1998 Ft'bruary 26 
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N udear anapole moment 
DAE Symposium on Nuclear Physics, BangaIore 
1997 Dff'em~r 26 

Atomic probes of tht" unification of fundamental forces 
IlTAA. Pune 
1998 March 2 

Parity non-conservation In atomic ions using laser cooling and 
trappmg 
Conferenct> on Physics of Cooled and Trapped Atoms and Ions, 
Mumbw 
1998 March 6 

Ghosh, K.K 
Physu:a of Jets in AGN 
Meudon Observztory, Paris 
1997 lJf'cf"mber 22 

New Insights In understanding the blazers 
ISAS, Japan 
1998 February 20 

Giridhar, S. 
Spectl'Ol'lCopir studies of selected F-G supergiants 
UPSO 104-cm Sampurnanand Telescope Silver Jubilee Workshop, 
Nainital 
1997 April 7-9 

Surface compositional changes encountered during last stages of 
stellar evolution 
XVIII ASl meeting, PRL, Ahmedabad 
1997 November 28 - December 1 

Kflshan, V. 
Role of inverse cucade in turbulent media 
Plasma Society of India, PRL, Ahmedabad 
1997 December 2-5 

Inverse cascade of energy in astrophysical fluids 
Haifa, Israel 
1998 January 14 

Turbulence and order in astrophysical fluids 
Jawaharlal Nehru Center, Indian Institute of Science 
1998 February 23 

Mallik, D.C.V. 
Observational studies of planetary nebulae with modera.te size tele
scope 
UPSO 104 cm Sampurnanand Telescope Silver Jubilee Workshop, 
Nainital 
1997 April 7-9 

Stellar structure and evolution (7 talks) 
UPSO. Nainital 
1997 September 

Rapporteur talk 
XVIII ASI meeting, PRL, Ahmedabad 
1997 November 28 - December 1 

Prabhu, T.P. 
The Hirot Project 
National Astronomical Observatory. Mitaka, Japan 
1998 March 19 

The Hirot Project 
Nobeyama Radio Observatory, Nobeyama,'Japan 
1998 March 25 

Sastri, J.H. 
Ionospheric Disturbance Dynamo (Plenary Talk) 
lOth National Space Science Symposium, PRL, Ahmedabad 
1997 November 
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Radar studies of low latitude and equatorial Ionosphere 
Seminar on Radar remote sensing of the atmosphere, NMRF, 
Gadanki, Andhra Pradf'sh 
1998 March 

Satya Narayanan, A. 
A simple model for sun's internal magnetic field 
MPI fur Ast.rophysik, Garching bei MuncheD, Germnay 
1997 September 24 

MHD surface wavt"S 
Cniversity of St. Andrews, Fife, Scotland, t'.K. 
1997 October 2 

Axisymmetric MHD equlibrium of a Sf'lf-gravitating incompre88-
ible fluid 
Dept. of PhYSICS, llMIST, Manchestt-r, U.K. 
1997 Octorn-r 10 

Self-organisatIon in hydrodynamic flows 
ICTP, Trieste, Italy 
1997 October 20 

Saxena, A.K, 
A New Method of Wavefront Sensing for Adaptive Optics and Syn
chrotron Mirror Fabrication 
National Synchrotron LIght Source (NSLS) Ct'ntt'r. 

Vt'nkatakrishnan. P. 
The Heliosphere as Viewed from Space (Plt'nary Talk) 
10th National Space Seif'nce Symposium. PRL. Ahmf'dabad 
1997 Novt'mbt'r 28 

High Angular Re80lution In Solar PhYSICS' Techmques and Ap
plications 
New Initiatives in Solar Physics Research. I1A. Bangalore 
1998 February 20 

Vishveshwara. C.V. 
Black holes and rotation 
Meeting on the Physics of Black Holf'S, liSe 
1997 December 

Paper Prellentationa at Meetings 

Du, B.P. 
Enhancement of parity nonconsen'allon in atomic yUf'rblUm 

Parity Sonconllt"rvation in Sa+ and Ra+ 
Conference on Parity ViolatIOn m Elf'("tron - Hadron £11'('1 ro\\'I"IlL: 
In~ractions. Paris 
1997 October 27-3J 

Gupta, S.S 
StudIes on the varIatIon of solar rotation 
r-.:e-w InItiatives m Solar PhyslOI ~AJ'('h JU. Bangalorf" 
1998 Ff'bruary 20-21 

Gupta. S S . SlOSh. J 
On thf' eruption of prommeUt'f'lI llnd dlli&pJlf"aran .... of (fUlf"lt('t'ul 

fil&JJJenla 
IAll ('011 167, France 
1997 April 28 - May 4 

Kapoor, R.C , ·Sbukre. e.S, 
General Rrlatlvlstlc Pulsar 8f.amll llnd thf' ~f'utroll Slllr M&M -
Radiu8 Relation 
15th International Conference on General Rt'IIltI\'lt~ and GrantA
tion, Pune 
1997 December 16 . 21. 

Krlshan. V . (,hltr~, S M 
Generation of rotatIonal and ~hcal motlonll from IrrotlltlOnll.1 mo
tion 
XVIII ASI meetlllS, Ahmedabad 
1997 November 28 - Df"I"embt'r I 
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Malhk, DC V , Chatterj~, S. 
Distribution of st&11l pt"rpt"ndicular to the plane of the galaxy 
XVIII ASI Illef'lmg, Ah~abad 
1997 Novembt'r 28 - D«em~r 1 

Malhle, S V 
T~ centrAl depth of tht- Ca II tripld Iinct .. a dllCrlminant of 
chromOl8p~fI(' activIty In late type stars 
UPSO 104-<'m Sampurnanand TeJe.ropt- Silver Jubilee Worskhop, 
Sainatal 
1997 April 7·9 

:"lag"-Ja Naldu, B , Srinlv&8&J1, R 
Advan~ of Charge Coupled DeVICeII ID elKtronic Imaging (Re
vlrw) 
28th M,dtnm Symp tETE 
1997 April 4-5 

Sagara). Saldu B, Murall Shankar, S. Srinivuan, R, Ravi, K., 
Nathan, S 
Devt"iopnl€'nt of rCD camera system at IIA 
UPSO 104 em Sampurnanand Teleecope Silver Jubdee Workshop, 
NAinital 
1997 Apnl 1-9 

:-;agaraja Saldu 8., SnOlV&8&J1, R , Murali Shankar, S 
Objf'C"t orlenk'<i prograrnmlD8 approach to CCD data acquisition 
and image proct"llllln& 
SPIE ronfernce No 3114 on EUV, X-Ray and Gamma ray lDatru

nl€'ntation for Astronomy 
lW7 July 21 - Augus' I 

!'Ii ayak , K R., Vlllhveahwara, C \' 
Black holes In C(»m~lcal backpound8 
IntenlAlaonaJ Spaniah Relativity M~tiDl, Spain 
1997 Septem~r 

lnatiaJ forces and I)'I'OIICOpIC p~ion in axially syrntnetric ala

tionary spaatunea 

Black Holes in Cosmological Backgrounds 
GR-lS, IUCAA. Pune 
1997 Ikcember 

Namboodiri, P.M.S. 
N-body simulations 
HA - CMMACS workshop on astrophysical systems 
1996 St'pternber 9 

Tidal effects on a satellite galaxy influenced by mueive perturber 
Numerical Techniques in Computational Astrophysia 
1997 January 9 

Pati, A K. 
Capablhtles of a 2.5m optical telescope 
UPSO 1M-cm Sampurnanand Telescope Silver Jubilee Worakbop, 
NaIDltal 
1997 April 7-9 

Propoet'd ultraviolet - optical payload for the Indian utroDOmy 
aa1eUite 
X VIU ASI Meeting, Ahmedabad 
I Qg7 November 28 - December 1 

Ramesh, K.B. 
5303 A G~n coronal mtenslty and the pboto.pberic macneUc 
activity over the lut two solar cycles. 
XVUI Annual meeting of Astronomical Society of India. 
Ahmedabad, 
1"7 Nov 28 - Dec I. 

Saxena. A.K. 
The development of technology for vacuum ultraviolet plane crat
illl monochromator to be u.ed with XUV .ynchrotroD IOUl'Ce of 
INDUS-l 
SPIE meetma on Optic. and Optical Engi~ring San Dieso 
lW7 2G July - 2 Auguat 
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Shastri. P. 
X-rays from Quasar Jets: New Insights from ROSAT. 
International C,onference on Relativistic Jets in Astrophysics. 
Krakow, Poland, 
1997 May 27-30. 

Sundara Raman, K. 
Studies on Dyna.mics of Solar Active Regions and Sunspots 
New Initiatives in Solar Physics Research. IIA. Bangalore 
1998 Ft'bruary 20 

VishveshwII.ra. C.V. 
Equilibrium of II. chargoo tt'st parttclt' with spin in Kt'rr-Newman 
spacetime : Interaction analysis 
GR-15, IUCAA, Pune 
1997 December 

Visits 

R. Cowsik. R. Srinivasan and T. P. Prabhu vIsited Japan dur
ing 1998 March 17 - 29 under tht' Indo-Japan SCience Cooperation 
Programmt" sponsored by the DST and JSPS. B.P. Du vlskd the 
University of Oxford.England , the Physical Research Laboratory. 
Ahmedabad, Inter University Centre for Astronomy and AstrophYSICS. 
Punr: and Bhabha Atomic Rest'arch C<t'ntre, Mumbai. K. K. Ghosh 
visited the Meudon Observa.tory durmg 12-26 De<:ember 1991 to work 
with Van dt"r Riesl ChristIan to finalize the modifications nect"ssary for 
thl" SILFID spectrograph that wtll be insta.lled with tlK- VBT Ht" a.lllO 
viSited lSAS, Japan (12 - 22 February 1998) to work with F Maluno 
to finalizt' a paper on "Simultaneous optical and X-ray observations 
of BI. Lac during thl" flare state". 5.5. Gupta was a co-mvt'Stigator 
in two Indo-es collaborative projects, and vislt.ed tht" National Solar 
Obst'rvatory, Tucson and Kitt Peak Observatory. USA, durntg June 
to Aug., 1997. for o~rvatjonl and data analysis. K.N. Nagendra 
visited Observatoire de 18 Cou- d'Azur, Nice. France for 2 months 
during 1998 March-April. for continuation of ongoing f'ollaboratlOn 

on the 'Operator perturbation Method in Radiau\'e Transfer Theory 
A. Satya Narayanan visited the Institute fur Plasmaphyslk, Juitch. 
Germany on Sept II, 1997. the FOM - Institute \'oor Plasmaphys
ics. Nieuwegein, The Netherlands on Sept 16. 199i. the ,tax Planck 
Institute fur Astrophysik. the European Southern Obst-natory. tht- In
stitute fur Plasmaphyaik, the Max Planck Institute fur Extraterrt'stnal 
Physik (All in Garching bei Municht'n. Gt'rmany) bt>tWN'n St"pt 19 
- 30, 1997. the ~pa.rtment of Mathematical and Computational Sci
ences, Univenllty of 5t Andrews. Fife. Scotland. l' 1\ betwN'n (kt 
1 - 10. 1997. the ~partment of PhysICS. 1'~flST, \lallCht'stt'C. l'1\ 
between Oct. to - II, 1997 and partiCIpated III Ihe Autumn Collegt" 
on PI8.8ma Physics helf at ICTP. TrIt'Ste, Italy from Oct 13 - ~ov 

7. 1991 A.K. Saxena visited the Brook Haven ~atlonal Laboratory, 
New York U S.A for ~hnical interactIOns with Prof Peu-r Z Takacs, 
Head. Optical M~trology Division P. Shutri VISltRd (he Copt'rOlclJ!I 
Astronomical Centre, Poland from 1!}..26 \by. 1997 IJlld('r an ISSA 
I"xchangl" program mI". 
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APPENDIX B 
HRD ACTIVITIES 

Teaching 

S.P.Bagare coordinated IIA's guest lectures program for the M.Sc. A .. 
trophysics specialisation courae 1997-98 of the Bangalore University. 
The following courses were given (names of lecturers in parantheses) : 
Planetary PhllslCS (Ramesh, K.B.), Solar PhIlIlC. (Bagare, S.P.), In
ter"tellar MedIUm, (Bhatt.H.C.), and Galactic Structure (Siva.ram, C., 
Anupama, G.C. and Prajval Shastri). 
S.P.Bagare served as an exteral examiner for M .Sc.Physics examination 
of the Bangalore University for 1997-98. 
R.C. Kapoor was an examiner for an M.Phil. thesis submitted to the 
Post Graduate Department of Physics, The University of Kashmir. 
Srinagar. 
R.Cowsik continued his Distinguished Visiting Profeaorship at the Mc
Donnell Center for the Space Sciences, Washington University, USA for 
three months for carrying out teaching and reRarcb. 
B.P. Das and P. Venkatakrishnan taught one-semeater courses on 
Quantum Mt"Chanies and Stella.r Physics respectively, for PhD students, 
while S.K. Saba gave a month long coune on 'Speckle Interferometry'. 
S.S.Gupta. S.P.Bagan! and Jagdev Singh guided two M.Phil. students 
of Bharathidaaan University, Trichy for their projects in Solar Physics 
at the Kodaikanal Obeervatory, during 1997-98. 
S.P. Bagare. K.E.Rangarajan, and R. VlUlundha.ra gave several lectures 
on Recent development. m our under.tandmg of the ,alar atmosphere, 
Spectral lIRe formation, and Solar Sy.tem Object. respectively, to the 
RSc. (Hons) students of St.Joeephs College, Bangalore. 
A week's training was conducW to the 2nd yea.r B.Sc. (Instrumenta
tion) studt"nts of Jyoti Nivas C~llege,Bangalore. as part of their course 
curricula. J.P.Lancelot coordinated the course work. 
Three students of (II B.Sc. Instrumentation) Jyoti NivlUI College com
pleted their project work on "Long Trace Profilometer - Data Acqui .. 
ition and Reduction" as pa.rt of their course work, under the guid&nce 
of A.K. Saxena. 
K. Sundara RamAn delivered 4 lectures covering the topics Sun, Solu 

System, Stars, Stellar Evolution, Galaxil"S and tht"ir Formation to 12th 
standard students of Zion Matriculation Higher Secondary Schooli. 
Kodaikanal during November 1997. He also gavt" IKtUres titled In
troduction to A.tronomlf and AstrophYSIcs to B.Se and M.Sc physics 
students at St. Joeepb's College &nd at National C.allege, Tiruchirapalli 
during March, 1998. 

Ph.D. Programme 

D. Banerjee obtained his Ph.D. Degree from the Bangalore University 
under S.S. Hasan's supervision. R.D. Prabhu submitted his Ph.D thesis 
on "Exploring Invene Cucade in Astrophysical Thrbult"nce" under the 
guidance of V. Krishan. R. Srikant (JAP) completed his t.m-sis work 
under the supervision or J-.dev Singh. K.C. Srinivuan obtained his 
Ph.D. degree under the guidance of K.K. GhOlih and K R. Radhakrish
nan. from the Bharathiduan University, Tamil NArlu. K SundlU's Ra
man submitted his thesis on "Studies on dynamil"8 of at'tive regions and 
sunapota" to Bhuatbiduan University, Tamil Nadu 

Ms Geetanjali Gauba, Ms Preeti Kbarb, Mr P. ManoJ. and Mr B. 
Ravindra are the new entrants this year for the PhD programmr. 

Summer Projects Programme 

Rangarajan wu the co-ordinator for the Summer project.8 student.' 
programme. Thi. i. a new programme started in the Instltuu- to spot 
young talented stucienta and attract tMm to rHearch m IUItronomy Thr 
prosramme wu widely publicl~ in January by sending palters to a 
large number of educational inatitutiona. Selection of the participating 
studenta wu made after a carefullClUtmy of the apphcations. Several 
atudenta from various univeniti8 ~ntrrlns their final y~ar M.Sc. degree 
courses participated in thiS programme thiS year. 

Vi.itiug Students Trainiq Programme 

The Visiting Students ~arch Training Programm~ WII8 also 8tarted. 
In this programme students work on l!lpecific goal orientfod projects of 
relatively lonser duration (4 to 6 months). Three projKt.8 are expected 
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to make useful contributions to the Institute's ongoing research pro
grammes. We have selected two students this year to participate in 
this programme. Mr. Kumar Abhimanyu from BIT, Ranchi is working 
with Mr. Ananth on Interface programme for CCD controller. Mr. V. 
Manjunatlia Ra.o is working with Prof. Jagdev Singh on the software 
development for analysing solar images. 

Summer School in Astronomy and Astrophysia 

A summer achoal in Astronomy and Astrophysics was organised jointly 
by Raman Research Institute and IIA during May 26 - June 21,1997. 
About thirty students from acrc.s the country participated. Board and 
lodging were provided at the Indian Institute of Science and lectures 
were held in the Department of Physics Lecture Hall. Lectures covering 
a wide variety of topic. were delivered. Tboee given by the IIA staff 
are: The Solar SlPtem (R. Vaaundhara), InteNtellar Matter (D.C.V. 
Mallik) , Compact Stars, Standard Co.molow (B. Datta), High re8ol
utlon at optIcal tlXlveiengt/u (P. Venkatakrisbnan), Solar Eclapses (J. 
Singb), and Infrared Astronomy (H.C. Bhatt). 
Participants were taken to VBO, Kavalur Over a weekend. Several 
ahort term projects were alao done by them under the guidance of the 
scientists in IIA, D.C.V. Mallik (HA) and R. Nityananda (RRI) Were 
the convenors of the summer school. 

Winter School at Kodaikanal 

S.S. Gupta and Jagdev Singh were directors of Winter School held at 
Kodaikanal (Jan 27-31,1998). Jagdev Singh lSpoke on The solar corona 
and Solar Instrument. - CCD & Solar Ob,ervahons - Advanta~, 01 
hIgh altdude" S.S. Gupta lectured on Solar Atmo.phere, Solar D'ffer
entlal Rotation, Solar Prommence •• and Coronal Mau EJeCtron.. K. 
Sundara Raman lectured on Bcuic. 01 A.trophll.,C1, and Solar Flare., 
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APPENDIX C KodaikanalObservatory 

Vainu Bappu Observatory Spectro/photoheliognwu and seeing conditions at KodaikanaI 

Sky Conditiona at VBO 

No. of photographs In SEEI~G· 

Year Month 

Year Month Spectr08Copic Photometric Ho Kfl Hpr PHGM 5 4 3 :l 

(hrs) (hl1l) 

1997 April 26 8 19 24 :l lU W :.1 

1997 April 150 34 May 24 17 18 13 10 1. 

May 131 29 June 6 6 4 i .. 1. 

June 82 32 July 2 2 I I 

July ]7 0 August '1 2 '1 -1 :l 

August 33 8 Septemi>f.r 9 i 3 II 1 ti 4 

St-ptRmbf-r 41 6 Oct.oi>f.r 5 5 4 ti "1 .. 
QCWI>f'f 75 9 Novt'mi>f.r II 14 8 11 i :1 2 

~ovem\)f'r 23 [)eQm~r 16 13 11 13 8 1 3 

Dl"("embf-r 12U 20 1998 January 30 23 19 19 ~) 5 7 1. 

199~ January 202 36 Fffiruuy 23 26 20 24 j I:) '1 

February 201 44 March 26 27 24 30 II 14 .. 
~fardl 238 78 

Total 180 150 133 164 16 80 :Ji 20 

Total 1313 297 

Kft = K-fl()('ulus 
Kpr = Hx Promlnen<1' 
PHG M = Photo~hogr&m 

*( 1- Very poor, 2- Poor. 3- fAIr. 4-Good :)- Exn'lIf"nt I 
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Solar Tower Tunnel Observations 

Total number Seeing (in arcsec) 
Year Month of days of 

observations lto2 2 2to3 3 3to4 4 4to5 5 >5(poor} 

1997 April 18 1 2 12 2 1 
May 11 3 7 1 
June 1 1 
July 
August 7 1 6 
September 8 1 6 1 
October 5 4 1 
November 3 3 
December 6 6 

1998 January 22 1 4 15 2 
February 23 1 21 1 
March 25 1 8 13 2 1 

Total 129 9 15 93 6 5 1 
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